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Introduction

The Cockettes and their performances epitomized the avant-garde, hippie queer scene of
San Francisco from 1970 to 1972. According to John Waters, the renowned queer counterculture
guru and transgressive Camp film director, the Cockettes were “hippie acid freak drag queens”1
and “bearded, transvestite, drug-crazed, hippie Communists.”2 Undoubtedly, Waters meant for
his descriptions of the Cockettes to be the highest praise; he in fact attended many Cockette
performances and even worked with some Cockettes in his films. But the Cockettes were more
than just a psychedelic, gender-bending, theater troupe. On and off the stage the Cockettes were
easily recognized by their elaborate and over-the-top drag made from secondhand and found
items [Figure 1]. The Cockettes’ performances consisted of a raucous and rowdy fusion of
scripted and improvised songs, dances, and stories performed by men and women all under the
influence of copious amounts of LSD. Rarely referenced in art historical discourse, the Cockettes
usually appear only in specific discussions about the hippie movement and queer history of San
Francisco. Beginning with an in-depth history of the Cockettes and an analysis of the group’s
major stage and screen productions, this paper historically situates the Cockettes within the
context of the hippie free theater and performance arts culture of the San Francisco Bay Area; the
emerging Feminist Art Movement in California; and the national Gay Liberation Movement.

1

The Cockettes: Documentary, Prod. David Weissman, Dir. David Weissman and Bill Weber,
Joshua Gamson, The Fabulous Sylvester: The Legend, The Music, The Seventies in San
Francisco, New York: Picador, 2006, 49.
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Presenting the Cockettes in relation to their contemporary art movements results in a new
understanding of the group and rightfully contextualizes them within the conversation of the
history of art. It is significant for the Cockettes to be considered in relation to art history because
not only are their performances and costume style so unique and provide a distinctive
understanding of San Francisco in the 1970s, but also because the art history canon needs to be
expanded. The canon - which defines “great art” and what art deserves historic remembrance and
scholarly study – has throughout history been limited to white, Western, male artists to the
neglect of other genders, races, geographies, economic classes, and non-fine art media. The
Cockettes make an important contribution to the canon of art history because of their distinctive
performance and costume practices that pushed the boundaries between art and life, their
incorporation of gender and sexuality into a unique queer performance art practice, and the ways
they show and embody a unification of the hippie movement, feminist movement, and gay
liberation with the contemporary art practices of the 1970s.
To achieve the goal of situating the Cockettes within the discipline of art history, this
paper relies on numerous sources outside of the typical confines of the field. My first extensive
introduction to the history of the Cockettes came from Cockette member Sweet Pam’s memoir
Midnight at the Palace: My Life as a Fabulous Cockette. Published in 2004, Midnight at the
Palace provided my research with a thorough chronology of the Cockettes, detailed descriptions
of performances, life at the Cockette commune, and background on many of the members. Sweet
Pam wrote the memoir not only from her own memories and letters, but also with the assistance
of other members and their personal archives. Another source that offers a great overview of the
Cockettes is the comprehensively researched documentary film The Cockettes by David
Weissman and Bill Weber. Debuting in 2002 at Sundance Film Festival, the film includes
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archival footage from many stage and screen performances alongside interviews with many of
the core Cockette group. During my research, I corresponded with Mr. Weissman who
graciously spoke to me about his time creating the documentary and also directed me towards the
Martin Worman Papers held by the Billy Rose Theatre Division of the New York Public Library.
A former Cockette, Worman moved to New York City in 1979 and eventually began pursuing
his doctorate in Performance Studies at New York University. Worman compiled extraordinary
primary source documents including transcribed interviews with many former Cockettes, scripts
from performances, and numerous photographs, performance posters, and Cockette memorabilia.
I even was fortunate enough to engage in a brief email interview with Cockette Rumi Missabu
(née James Bartlett) on November 21, 2014. Rumi kindly clarified many specific questions that
had arisen during my research as well as confirmed many of my ideas concerning the Cockettes.
Lastly, sociologist Joshua Gamson’s book The Fabulous Sylvester: The Legend, The Music, The
Seventies in San Francisco, provides a sociologist’s history of San Francisco in the 1970s and a
unique view of the Cockettes from the perspective of someone who was not a member of the
group. As these sources show, the Cockettes are primarily discussed in biographical or
sociological media, which forced me to rely heavily on memoirs, interviews, and non-scholarly
sources for specific information relating to the group. These sources are supplemented by an indepth study of established art historical scholarship. The Power of Feminist Art: The American
Movement of the 1970s, History and Impact edited by Norma Broude and Mary D. Garrard
provides a scholarly presentation of feminist art practices and principals as well as a
contextualization of feminist art within the greater 1970s. Since the feminist art movement
largely originated in California, The Power of Feminist Art assisted not only with understanding
the Cockettes relation to feminist art but also the culture in which the group emerged. The Power
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of Feminist Art along with Moira Roth’s article “A Star is Born: Performance Art in California”
assisted with establishing a vocabulary for discussing performance, which was useful for
producing a scholarly discourse on the Cockettes. The analysis of both traditional and
nontraditional sources results in not only a unique presentation of the Cockettes, but also proves
that the Cockettes can and should be situated within the context of art history and that the group
holds more historical importance than just simply being “hippie acid freak drag queens.”
It is essential that I establish the ground work by explaining some key terms to my topic.
Throughout this paper, I use the terms “performance art” and “theater” to describe the art of the
Cockettes. Performance artist Marina Abramović stated:
To be a performance artist, you have to hate theatre. Theatre is fake: there is a black box,
you pay for a ticket, and you sit in the dark and see somebody playing somebody else’s
life. The knife is not real, the blood is not real, and the emotions are not real.
Performance is just the opposite: the knife is real, the blood is real, and the emotions are
real. It’s a very different concept. It’s about true reality.3
Performance art eliminates “the mimetic dimension. It does not portray character, represent
action other than that which is literally present or pretend that the site of production is another
location.”4 In performance art, there is often no acting in the sense of imitating different
characters, actions, or settings. The performers are usually nonprofessional actors, typically the
artists themselves, depicting autobiographical subjects.5 Traditional theater is the opposite of
performance, with a clear divide between performer and audience and the acting of narratives
within “temporal structures [that] require that the audience witness the works from beginning to
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Chris Wilkinson, “Noises Off: What’s the Difference Between Performance Art and Theatre?”
The Guardian, Guardian News and Media, 20 July 2010.
4
Silvio Gaggi, “Sculpture, Theater and Art Performance: Notes on the Convergence of the Arts,”
Leonardo 19.1 (1986): 50.
5
Ibid, 51.
4

end.”6 The productions of the Cockettes do not fit squarely into the categories of performance art
or traditional theater; the group’s avant-garde performances contain elements of both. The
Cockettes’ performances are defined by their chaos and folly, and even when their shows began
to contain more production value and clear narrative structures the shows still embraced a sense
of unscripted, unrehearsed improvisation. As this paper analyzes, the Cockettes contain many
similarities to Bay Area conceptual performance, San Francisco free theater groups, and Feminist
performance art.
The term Happening that Allan Kaprow coined, as a catch-all term for performance that
is not easily defined, is another useful term to understand when explaining the work of the
Cockettes. Kaprow’s conception of Happenings first occurred in the 1958 article “The Legacy of
Jackson Pollock” in describing the materials and inspirations the new generation of artists will
use of their new art:
Not only will these bold creators show us, as if for the first time, the world we have
always had about us but ignored, but they will disclose entirely unheard-of happenings
and events, found in garbage cans, police files, hotel lobbies; seen in store windows and
on the streets’ and sensed in dreams and horrible accidents.7
Kaprow actually uses Happenings as a noun to describe performance events for the first time in
his 1961 text “Happenings in the New York Scene.”8 According to Kaprow, “[Happenings] was
a word I thought would get me out of the trouble of calling it a ‘theatre piece,’ a ‘performance,’ a
‘game,’ a ‘total art,’ or whatever, that would evoke associations with known sports, theatre, and

6

Gaggi, 50.
Allan Kaprow, “The Legacy of Jackson Pollock,” In Essays on the Blurring of Art and Life,
Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1993, 9.
8
Allan Kaprow, “Happenings in the New York Scene,” In Essays on the Blurring of Art and
Life, Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1993, 15.
7
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so on.”9 For Kaprow a Happening has no beginning, middle, or end; is not limited to the stage;
and is performed “without rehearsal, audience, or repetition […] it is art but seems closer to
life.”10 The Cockettes should not be limited by forcefully defining the group as performance art,
theater or a Happening; instead applying the terms when applicable creates a more well-rounded
and accurate representation.
The term drag is often used to describe the style of dress of the Cockettes. Drag - which
can be performed by men and women - is simply cross-dressing, the wearing of clothing
conventionally worn by the opposite sex. Drag has a long history in theater, which dates back to
Japanese kabuki and the all-male Shakespearian productions. Drag in those examples resulted
because of the limitations imposed on women in stage acting.11 Drag can also be more political,
as the impersonation and embodiment of societal gender stereotypes. In this sense, drag mocks
the social and political traditions of gender, identity, and sex: “drag performance exposes gender
to be performative; it shows the discrepancies between biological sex and supposedly masculine
and feminine characteristics.”12 For the Cockettes, drag was employed more as a way to ridicule
heterosexual gender norms and less about female impersonation: the male Cockettes would often
wear dresses and makeup but still have full, bushy beards [Figure 2]. The Cockettes embrace of
gender-bending drag held significant connotation within the Gay Liberation Movement, which
will be fully analyzed in that section. The terms performance art, theater, Happenings, and drag
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Judith F. Rodenbeck, Radical Prototypes: Allan Kaprow and the Invention of Happenings,
Cambridge: MIT Press, 2014, 134.
10
Ibid, 136.
11
Vern L. Bullough and Bonnie Bullough, Cross Dressing, Sex, and Gender, Philadelphia, PA:
U of Pennsylvania, 1995, 246.
12
Kristen Olds, "Gay Life Artists: Les Petites Bonbons and Camp Performativity in The
1970s," Art Journal 72.2 (2013): 25.
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all hold different connotations and meanings, though all can rightfully be used for describing the
Cockettes and their performances.
The first chapter of this thesis provides an in-depth history of the Cockettes as well as
descriptions of their key performances. Though only existing as a group for two years, the
Cockettes were able to perform over twenty stage and screen productions. Originating as an
improvisational dance spectacle at the Palace Theater on New Years Eve of 1970, the group
evolved their performance style eventually producing scripted performances with original music,
lyrics, and sets. The Cockettes became known for the extravagant and eclectic costumes they
wore while performing, at home at the Cockette commune, and on the streets of San Francisco
and New York City. The male and female Cockettes fashioned costumes out of garments found
at thrift stores and flea markets; adorning themselves and their outfits with lots of glitter –
specifically the male members wore glitter in their beards - and over-the-top makeup.
Supplementing the history of the Cockettes, this chapter discusses Hibiscus, the founder of the
Cockettes; the unique commune culture of San Francisco; and the Cockettes’ Off-Broadway
debut in New York City. This chapter provides a fundamental understanding of the Cockettes,
which is needed to fully analyze the group’s relationship to their contemporary art and cultural
movements.
With the base understanding of the Cockettes achieved, the second chapter explores the
Cockettes relationship to and origin from the unique counter-culture free theater tradition and
performance art scene of the Bay Area. The Bay Area has a performance tradition unlike any
other part of the U.S., which I analyze as a catalyst for the rise of the performance style of the
Cockettes. The practice of public free theater in the Bay Area is exemplified by The San
Francisco Mime Troupe and the Diggers. Both groups strongly believed in the importance of
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performing free of cost, which is an ideology crucial to the origins of the Cockettes. The
Cockettes’ performance style also originated out of the Bay Area performance art scene. Central
to Bay Area performance arts is the blending of art and life, which Moira Roth defined as “lifeoriented” performance. Life-oriented performance can be applied to the Cockettes because their
unique costumes were not limited to their performances but something they would wear
throughout their daily lives. This chapter also explores performance art traditions in New York
City that are similar but different to the Cockettes as a way to further exemplify how the
Cockettes’ performance style was specific to the Bay Area. The Cockettes’ continuation and
connection to the free theater and performance traditions of the Bay Area emphasizes the art
historical significance of the group.
Advancing beyond the discussion of the Cockettes’ relation to art movements specific to
the Bay Area, chapter two analyzes the relationship of the Cockettes to facets of the second-wave
feminist art movement of California in the 1970s. The art of second-wave feminism is largely
discussed in the context of California because of the groundbreaking Feminist Art Programs at
Fresno State and California Institute of the Arts. To exemplify the main characteristics of the
feminist art movement, this chapter focuses on the installations and performances that comprise
collaborative art environment Womanhouse. Feminist artists embraced artistic practices typically
viewed as “non-high art” and “woman’s work” because it was outside of the confines of
patriarchal art history. This chapter compares the feminist use of fabric and textile arts to the
costumes of the Cockettes. As well, the provocative yet political feminist performances like Cunt
Cheerleaders and Cock and Cunt hold numerous similarities to the stage and screen
performances of the Cockettes. Both feminist artist and the Cockettes pursued the goal of
dismantling society’s gender hierarchies and patriarchal gender roles through their art practices;
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discussing the similarities of both groups acts as another way of drawing attention to the art
historical importance of the Cockettes.
The final chapter of this thesis studies the Cockettes relationship to the Gay Liberation
Movement. Developing around the same time as the Cockettes, the Gay Liberation Movement
differed greatly from previous homophile groups because of generational shifts, youth
counterculture, and the Sexual Revolution of the 1970s that inspired the more militant Gay
Liberation Movement. This chapter presents the origins of the Gay Liberation Movement with
the Stone Wall Riot and also addresses the importance of San Francisco specific events. The Gay
Liberation Movement embraced gay sexuality and strove to create a gay community outside the
confines of heterosexual culture, which is exemplified through the thorough analysis of Carl
Wittman’s seminal article “Refugees from Amerika: A Gay Manifesto.” The performances,
costumes, and lifestyles of the Cockettes directly reflect the Gay Liberation Movements queer
community building. This chapter also fully analyzes the Cockettes’ relationship to Camp as a
gay sensibility and gender-bending drag of genderfuck, which some claim originated with the
Cockettes. The Cockettes incorporation of all genders and fluid sexuality within the group, as
well as often bawdy and overtly sexual subject matters and costumes made Cockette members
feel they were directly performing as part of the Gay Liberation Movement.
With key terms defined, an introduction to essential sources, and an outline of the chapter
structure of this thesis, an in-depth history of the Cockettes and their performance can begin.

9

Chapter 1: The History of the Cockettes

Discussion of the Cockettes must begin with an introduction to Hibiscus. Though the
Cockettes were a collective group effort with shared ideas, costumes, and living; they were the
undisputed brainchild of one man: Hibiscus. Born as George Harris III in Bronxville, New York
in 1949, he moved to Clearwater Beach, Florida as a child. Harris’s involvement in theater
started at a young age. With a musician father and dancer mother, Harris and his five siblings
formed a children’s theater troupe called El Dorado Players. Achieving minor local success with
their original musical performances, Harris’s parents decided to move the family to New York
City in 1964 to further their career opportunities. Harris continued to act in TV commercials and
even an Off-Broadway play titled Peace Creeps starring Al Pacino and James Earl Jones.13
Like many young people in the late 1960s, at age eighteen Harris decided to move out
West to join the Summer of Love. Before leaving the East Coast, Harris and Peter Orlovsky Allen Ginsberg’s lover with whom Harris hitched a ride - attended the National Mobilization
Committee to End the War in Vietnam’s march to the Pentagon on October 2, 1967.14 At the
protest Harris placed carnations into the rifle barrels of the soldiers of the 503rd Military Police
Battalion and became part of an iconic image of Vietnam War protest [Figure 3]. The photograph
Flower Power by Bernie Boston featured in Time magazine captures the contrast between the
preppy Harris wearing an oversized roll-neck sweater and medium-length blond hair and the stiff

13

Pam Tent, Midnight at the Palace: My Life as a Fabulous Cockette, Los Angeles: Alyson,
2004, 18.
14
Ibid, 17.
10

uniformed soldiers.15 Once in San Francisco, the Harris pictured in Flower Power disappeared.
Growing out his beard and hair, beginning to experiment with LSD, throwing out his preppy
clothes in exchange for thrift store outfits: Harris transformed into Hibiscus. The perfect name
for his new identity, Harris adopted the name Hibiscus from a Jean Cocteau novel in which a line
described a blood-red hibiscus blossom that blooms briefly then shrivels and dies.16 Cockette
members describe Hibiscus as looking like “Jesus Christ with lipstick” [Figure 4].17
Shortly after arriving in San Francisco, Hibiscus joined the Kaliflower commune founded
and run by Beat author and guru Irving Rosenthal. Originally called the Sutter Street
Commune18, in 1969 they began publishing a free weekly newspaper called Kaliflower [Figure
5]. Kali came from word Kaliyuga, the Hindu name for the last and most violent age of
humankind, combined with flower became Kaliflower, which was meant to invoke the imagery
of a flower blooming out of the ashes of the modern age of destruction as well as a comedic
reference to the vegetable.19 Published weekly between 1969 and 1971- and less regularly after –
Kaliflower contained philosophical articles, free advertisements, poems, and how-to tips with
topics ranging from squash soup recipes to yoga nasal cleansing. Printed in the commune’s
basement, each edition was a different color and hand-bound in the Japanese method of yarn
overstitching. At the height of distribution, roughly three hundred Bay Area communes received

15

David Montgomery, “Flowers, Guns and an Iconic Snapshot,” The Washington Post, WP
Company, 18 Mar. 2007.
16
Mark Thompson, "Children of Paradise: A Brief History of Queens." Out in Culture: Gay,
Lesbian, and Queer Essays on Popular Culture, Ed. Corey K. Creekmur and Alexander Doty,
Durham: Duke UP, 1995, 457.
17
Benjamin Shepard, "Play as World-Making: From the Cockettes to the Germs, Gay Liberation
to DIY Community Building," The Hidden 1970s: Histories of Radicalism, Ed. Dan Berger, New
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers UP, 2010, 180.
18
Deriving its original name from the first location at 1873 Sutter Street, the commune
eventually moved to 1209 Scott Street.
19
Eric Noble, “Kaliflower and the Dream Continues,” FoundSF, 1996, Web.
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Kaliflower. The publication was an important method of communication between communes and
became so popular that the Sutter Street Commune became known simply as the Kaliflower
Commune. 20
The widespread success of Kaliflower is not surprising considering Rosenthal’s history.
As a student at the University of Chicago, Rosenthal served as the editor of The Chicago Review
in 1958 and 1959. His tenure at The Chicago Review ended quickly and in controversy when
Rosenthal abruptly quit after the Review prohibited his publication that included Jack Kerouac’s
Sebastian Midnite and a thirty page exert from William S. Burrough’s contentious though
seminal book Naked Lunch.21 Rosenthal went on to create his own publication in New York
City, Big Table, and published the book Sheeper in 1967. Rosenthal’s literary knowledge no
doubt contributed to Kaliflower’s professionalism and large readership; as Kaliflower member
Jilala put it: “There were many communes but not many of them had an elder who had been
editor of The Chicago Review.”22
Commune culture flourished throughout the United States in the late 1960s and 1970s.
Due to their efforts to avoid governmental and media attention it is difficult to say how many
communes existed but some believe that there were upwards of 5,000 communes with hundreds
of thousands of members at that time.23 The Bay Area likely contained well over three hundred
different communes that worked within a larger network. Each commune had responsibilities
such as delivery of free food, childcare, and even car maintenance and repair.24 Though
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Matthew Roth, “Coming Together: The Communal Option,” In Ten Years that Shook the City:
San Francisco 1968-1978, Ed. Chris Carlsson, San Francisco, CA: City Lights Foundation,
2011, 198.
21
Ibid, 197.
22
Tent, 19.
23
Matthew Roth, 194.
24
The Cockettes: Documentary.
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seemingly disorganized, in order to achieve the goal of living anti-capitalistically and outside of
the established society, the members of the communes fastidiously organized their society.
Like many San Francisco communes, Kaliflower strove to create a “new morality.”25
Loosely based on the Oneida community, a religious utopian collective in upstate New York in
the 1800s, Kaliflower strongly adhered to communal living and numerous strict tenets. Everyone
was vegetarian, men were encouraged to grow beards, private property was banned, and
everything was shared including household chores, the duties of printing and distributing
Kaliflower, and even sexual partners. The Kaliflower Commune discouraged monogamy in favor
of all-inclusive sexual openness to prevent secrets and division within the commune.26 Rosenthal
went as far as to dictate the Kaliflower member’s toilet habits: as an ecological substitute for
toilet paper, people were encouraged to develop “asshole consciousness” and rinse with water
like the Hindus.27
Like all Kaliflower members Hibiscus worked an assigned job: delivery boy. With his
Kaliflower roommates, Ralph and Jilala, the three would deliver the weekly Kaliflower
publication and fresh produce to other communes.28 Unable to resist his natural theatric instincts,
Hibiscus founded a show to accompany their chore: The Kitchen Sluts. The Kitchen Sluts would
deliver the goods then perform a vaudeville routine of song and dance for anyone present.29 The
show usually finished with Hibiscus presenting the household with cum bread, which was made
with dough that he and sometimes his current lovers would masturbate into. According to
Hibiscus: “The making of the bread was rather controversial. It was a whole spiritual thing for
25

Shepard, 180.
Tent, 20.
27
Adrian Brooks and Daniel Nicoletta, Flights of Angels: My Life with the Angels of Light,
Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp, 2008, 58.
28
Gamson, 50.
29
Tent, 21.
26
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me at the time, although a lot of people didn’t like it.”30 Though the bread was never popular,
many people enjoyed The Kitchen Sluts performances. Through The Kitchen Sluts Hibiscus met
many of the later members of the Cockettes such as Big Daryl, Scrumbly, Link, Fayette Hauser,
Harlow, and Dusty Dawn.31
Outside of his delivery chores Hibiscus’s life consisted mostly of taking drugs and
hanging out in Golden Gate Park and often “sitting naked in the trees, singing show-tunes and
inviting people into his possibility, to play within the panorama of his nether-reality [Figure
6].”32 In this context future Cockette Sweet Pam, née Pam Tent, met Hibiscus. Hibiscus, who she
described as looking like a cross between Marlene Dietrich and Puck from A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, beckoned for her to join him. Like many future Cockettes, Sweet Pam became entranced
by Hibiscus’s siren’s call and joined him in the tree, then accompanied him back to Kaliflower
and unknowingly embarked on a journey that would inspire years of drag and counter-culture
performance art.33
The birth of the Cockettes occurred on New Year’s Eve of 1969. Hibiscus’s friend
Sebastian approached him about staging a performance that night at the Pagoda Palace Theater.
The Palace, as it was known, was a Chinese-deco theater across from Washington Park in the
North Beach neighborhood of San Francisco [Figure 7].34 Opening first in 1907 as a vaudeville
playhouse, it became a movie theater in the mid-1920s.35 The Palace was known for its unique
architectural charms: “a carnival-style bronze box office in front of a neon marquee, and its
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interior was all faded elegance: a two-tiered balcony, Oriental carpeting with swirling-comet
design, and a lobby with red and chartreuse tiling, rattan chairs, and a candy counter.”36 Owned
and operated by Mr. Chew in 1969, The Palace featured Chinese and Kung Fu movies during the
day. Mr. Chew allowed two film students – Steven Arnold and Michael Wiese – to show
experimental, avant-garde films at midnight on Fridays and Saturdays. With the assistance of
Sebastian as business manager and booker, The Midnight Films began to include stage
performances in-between the films, eventually renaming the events into The Nocturnal Dream
Show. The Nocturnal Dream Show became a trendy late night counterculture event, making The
Palace after midnight into what Cockette Martin Worman called “a freaky community center
[Figure 8].”37
Sebastian’s invitation to perform at The Palace on New Year’s Eve of 1969 was an
opportunity for Hibiscus to create what he called “new theater for a new decade.”38 Hibiscus
wanted to combine the vaudeville song and dance of The Kitchen Sluts routine with his
impromptu and improvised time singing in Golden Gate Park. Inviting roughly a dozen friends to
dinner at Kaliflower – including Goldie Glitters, Kreemah Ritz, Sweet Pam, Fayette Hauser,
Ralif, Harlow, Big Daryl, Rumi Missabu, Scrumbly, and Dusty Dawn – the group took no
convincing to be part of Hibiscus’s new theater routine. The group raided Kaliflower’s costume
closet; bedazzling themselves with boas, wigs, glitter, thrift-store dresses, and costume jewelry.
While getting ready the group brainstormed what to call themselves. It was Ralif who proposed
Cockette by combining “cock” with “the Rockettes,” the East Coast chorus line. Ralif stated
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years later: “Cockettes, I mean, what else? It was on our minds all the time!”39 The implied
sexual tone fit with the groups gender-bending style as well appealed to their bawdy and tonguein-cheek sensibilities.
The New Year’s Eve program was scheduled to be a big event to welcome in the new
decade of the 1970s. Billed as the “Futurama Costume Gala,” the evening had a science fiction
theme featuring a Flash Gordon film and H.G. Wells’ Things to Come. Accompanying the films
were performances by the “hippie gypsy tribal” bands the Golden Toad and the Floating Lotus
Magic Opera Company.40 Hibiscus and his friends were scheduled to close out the evening. In
full costume and dosed with LSD, the newly formed Cockettes stumbled on stage and performed
an unrehearsed can-can to the Rolling Stone’s songs “Jumpin’ Jack Flash” and “Honky Tonk
Woman” in front of a crowd of nearly six hundred people. Martin Worman recounted some of
that first performance:
Hibiscus wore a fringed lampshade on his head, coconut halves for breasts on his
bare chest, and a grass skirt with nothing underneath. Kreemah sported a platinum
marcelled wig done up with red cock feathers, and a red velvet Empire dress, and
danced tango-style with one of the satin palm trees. Harlow’s natural blond hair
fell in pre-Raphaelite cascades. She wore emeralds at her ears and neck, and a
backless silver satin gown cut low in front, and a white fox fur draped over her
shoulders that allowed her to discreetly flash her breasts. Dusty Dawn wore
pigtails and a sailor blouse, and swayed to the music while exposing her breasts.
Scrumbly also flashed, lifting his hoop skirt to jump through a hula-hoop.41
The crowd at The Palace went wild and wanted more. With no second act planned, they simply
replayed “Honky Tonk Woman” and continued to dance. According to Fayette Hauser:
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Hibiscus grabbed my hand and we rushed forward to the front of the stage. There was
nothing demure or polite about this can-can. We got wild, led by our Shaman Hibiscus,
who was kicking, shaking and flinging his beautiful bedecked body everywhere. We
followed his lead. The energy skyrocketed. The Palace was on its feet screaming.42
The Cockettes ended their performance by stripping off their clothes and dancing naked. The
audience stormed the stage and joined in the pandemonium.43
Before staging the New Year’s Eve performance, many of the group gave no future
thought to what would come next, believing that that night’s madness would be a singular
spontaneous experience. But as Scrumbly confessed: “Though I thought it was a one-time deal,
the audience reaction made us think again.”44 The full-hearted support from the audience made
the Cockettes realize that they had indeed tapped into an energy occurring in the San Francisco
counterculture at that time. A mere eight days after the inaugural performance, Goldie Glitters
wrote a gossip column in the January 8, 1970 issue of the Berkeley paper Gay Sunshine. Goldie,
writing as if he were a bystander and not member of the group, commended and further
established the Cockettes as a rising star of new theater:
Dahlings, as you know last week was New Year’s and I hope that all of you had a happy
one. There seems to be a new repertory company getting themselves together called ‘The
Cockettes,’ and boy, are they hot stuff. After all, when a group of 13 girls can get
together a chorus line in a few hours and then take over an entire theater, they are really
going somewhere. So remember the name “The Cockettes” because they have already
been asked by a sugar daddy to do a film… need I say more?45
With the unexpected success, the Cockettes were forced to contemplate what their future
performances would look like and embody.
A week after the inaugural show, the Cockettes staged another midnight dance
performance at The Palace. Consisting of roughly the same group of performers, they conducted
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the show in a similar manner as the first. Unrehearsed and unplanned, the group danced to the
songs “Heat Wave” and “Dancing in the Streets” by Martha and the Vandellas while bedecked in
excessive and promiscuous costumes.46 Achieving the same wild and free ethos of the New
Year’s Eve performance was difficult; this second show was attended by far fewer people and
lacked the ground-breaking charge due to the derivative feel. The Cockettes realized in order to
continue they needed to evolve.47
From the start, Hibiscus was the natural leader of the ragtag company; the “divine
dictator” as Sweet Pam affectionately dubbed him, he was “the sun, and we revolved around him
like planets.” 48 For the next performance, which was to take place on Valentine’s Day, Hibiscus
sought to harness the spontaneity, freedom, and silliness of the New Year’s Eve show but at the
same time provide a more produced theatrical event. Paste on Paste became the first original
Cockettes production. The name, Paste on Paste, came from a moment in Hibiscus’s childhood
while decorating Valentine’s Day cards: “he remembered once putting paste on a paste bottle in
kindergarten, and covering it in glitter; and then adding more paste and more glitter on top of
that. That was paste on paste.”49 The story and concept of “paste on paste” perfectly represented
the Cockettes performance method and costume style: over the top, chaotic, unconventional, and
unexpected. Paste on Paste consisted of lip-syncing and dancing to a few songs like “Sympathy
for the Devil” by the Rolling Stones and Ethel Merman’s version of “Rose’s Turn” from the
1959 Broadway production of Gypsy. The songs mostly featured Hibiscus while the other
members danced alongside him and in the background. Though the members accepted Hibiscus
as their leader, no one was willing to be pushed into the shadows. Everyone wanted the spotlight,
46
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often jockeying for center stage. This on-stage chemistry became a hallmark of a Cockette
performance, as Martin Worman described: “Hibiscus’s behavior that night set the tone for the
mike-grabbing, foot-stomping, manic scene-stealing tactics that became Cockette trademarks.”50
Though a planned production, Paste on Paste held true to the Cockettes adlib and extemporized
style.
After the Cockettes were able to stage successfully Paste on Paste as a follow up to their
inaugural performance and realized the San Francisco community not only enjoyed their shows
but also wanted more, the group really started to thrive. The Cockettes began staging roughly
one show a week with new productions every month. Requiring creative resourcefulness, the
stage sets were made from painted sheets, cardboard, and junk found in the streets.51 The
members fashioned costumes out of found objects and garments purchased second hand or
stolen, and they often cannibalized a costume after wearing it once to create several new
outfits.52 As their fame grew so did their numbers - new Cockettes joined continuously. As Rumi
stated: “Originally we were a company of thirteen that included ten men, three women and an
infant. Within six months after a lot of publicity, there were sixty-five onstage for the first
Halloween show. Now, as archivist, I count 168 people who were in one show or another.”53
With the Cockettes new celebrity status in the San Francisco hippie scene, Hibiscus chose
to leave Kaliflower and established the Cockette house at Bush and Baker. Fayette recalled that
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Hibiscus felt trapped like a caged animal at Kaliflower and that the environment stifled his
creativity.54 The Cockette house continued the communal living established at Kaliflower and
became a chic place to be, even having visits from celebrities like Iggy Pop and Alice Cooper.
The troupe moved in 1972 to The Chateau, a Victorian house at 1965 Oak Street [Figure 9].55
After Paste on Paste the Cockettes continued to experiment with their productions. In
May 1970, the Cockettes staged Gone with the Showboat (to Oklahoma) [Figure 10]. A collage
of musicals and movies, the show combined songs like “Can’t Help Lovin’ Dat Man of Mine”
from the Broadway show Showboat (1927) with characters like Prissy from Gone with the Wind
(1939). Gone with the Showboat (to Oklahoma) stands out because it was the first Cockette
production with actual stage props. John Flowers, who was in a foursome relationship with
Hibiscus and Scrumbly, was a rare Cockette member because he did not want the spotlight on
stage but instead chose to assist the productions with set design. For Gone with the Showboat (to
Oklahoma) Flowers used all donated and found materials to create a large riverboat out of
cardboard and scrap wood. The showboat was pulled out by the performers but due to its
construction preceded to fall upon the dancers causing the audience to erupt in roars of
laughter.56 Like the spontaneity of a Cockette performance, Sweet Pam believed the “ingenuity
of the sets coupled with the possibility of calamity became an integral part of the show.”57
The next shows steadily grew the Cockettes cult following while continuing to perfect
their trademark wild performance style. The next productions consisted of a staging of Puccini’s
Madame Butterfly in June 1970 and Hollywood Babylon in August 1970, which was the first
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Cockette production with a budget advance of $200.00 from The Palace.58 In November of 1970
with Pearls Over Shanghai, the Cockettes produced their first show with original music and
lyrics [Figure 11]. The origin of Pearls Over Shanghai came about in a humorous fashion: the
Chinese Opera had performed at The Palace and left a trunk of costumes behind that the
Cockettes pillaged.59 Inspired by the found Chinese costumes, Link Martin conceived of the
performance and wrote the script and lyrics paired with music by Scrumbly [Figure 12]. Set in
1930s China, Pearls Over Shanghai centered on white slavery, miscegenation, opium, and high
style [Figure 13].60 The performance told the story of two American tourists who were
kidnapped on the streets of Shanghai and sold as concubines to Gin Sling - played by Rumi as a
sinister, dildo wielding brothel madam. A parallel story followed the forbidden mixed race love
of the young Chinese street waif Lili Frustrata, Hibiscus, and the American sailor Eddy,
Scrumbly. After much song and dance, the story ends with Eddy realizing he is the illegitimate
son of Gin Sling thus half-Chinese and able to marry Lili. As well, the kidnapped tourists are
offered their freedom but choose to stay as concubines and cabaret performers.61
Amongst the cast of whores, handmaidens, sailors, and henchmen in Pearls Over
Shanghai a true Cockette star emerged: Sylvester. Moving from the Watts neighborhood of Los
Angeles to San Francisco in 1970, Sylvester James Jr. became part of the Cockettes through his
friend and Cockette member Reggie Dunnigan [Figure 14]. Whereas the Cockettes were
outlandish and energetic performers, most lacked true singing talent; Sylvester was a skilled
singer and went on to release many disco hits after his time with the Cockettes.62 To try out for
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the group, Sylvester dressed up in a flashy dress and belted out his best Billie Holiday
impersonation. The Cockettes were floored by his unbelievable skill and soulful sound,
immediately welcoming him in as a “Chocolate Cockette.”63 64 In Pearls Over Shanghai
Sylvester played an exotic chanteuse Petrushka who brought down the house at The Palace with
the song “Jaded Lady.”65 The Cockettes performed Pearls Over Shanghai to sold out crowds.
After the initial run of the show the Cockettes staged the performance again in May, August, and
November of 1971 [Figure 15]. Pearls Over Shanghai proved to the Cockettes that they could
not only create a bawdy, pleasurable cabaret show but could also write and perform original
material to the same success as their earlier performances.
Growing from their success at The Palace, the Cockettes branched out into film to allow
for their performance to reach a broader audience. Though the Cockettes were used to making art
that addressed gender roles and sexuality, it was in June 1971 that the group produced a film
mocking current political events. Sebastian, the Cockettes’ manager at The Palace, approached
the group about creating the film Tricia’s Wedding [Figure 16].66 The film was to be a spoof of
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the actual wedding of President Richard Nixon’s youngest daughter Trisha who was to be
married on June 12, 1971 to Edward Cox in the White House Rose Garden. Sebastian thought
the monumental cultural event with over four hundred guests and dignitaries was ripe for satire.
Mark Lester, known as the “King of Exploitation Film,” directed and produced the thirty-minute
film.67 The movie was filmed in one day at the Secret Cinema Studios in the San Francisco
Mission District.68 Pam Tent recalls that the group showed up for the day of filming not knowing
their roles but were told lines of dialogue to memorize as they were getting dressed.69 Goldie
Glitters, dressed in drag, played the role of Trisha; Marshal played the groom. Other roles were
Scrumbly as the Pope Paul VI, John Rothermel as the heavily intoxicated former First Lady
Mamie Eisenhower, Pristine Condition as John F. Kennedy’s mother Rose Kennedy, Pam Tent
as the Prime Minister of Israel Golda Meir, and Sylvester as both Coretta Scott King singing the
Perry Como hit “Because” and as Miss Uma Guma, a fictional African dignitary [Figure 17].70
The wedding reception ended with Eartha Kitt, played by Reggie, dumping an entire bottle of
LSD into the punch bowl inciting a wild, drug-induced orgy amongst all the guests.71 Tricia’s
Wedding premiered simultaneously at The Palace and the Elgin Cinema in New York City on the
exact day of Trisha’s actual White House wedding.72 John Waters’ described the film: “That was
terrorism. It was basically something that the White House was humiliated by.”73 To prove
Waters’ point that the White House did have knowledge and fear of the film, John Dean - White
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House Counsel to President Nixon from 1970 to 1973 - wrote in his 1976 memoir Blind
Ambition: The White House Years:
The only other time I ever returned [to the President’s bomb shelter] was for a secret
screening of Tricia’s Wedding, a pornographic movie portraying Tricia Nixon’s wedding
to Edward Cox, in drag. [H. R.] Haldeman [Nixon’s White House Chief of Staff] wanted
the movie killed, so a very small group of White House officials watched the cavorting
transvestites in order to weigh the case for suppression. Official action proved
unnecessary; the film died a natural death.74
Though John Dean does note that Tricia’s Wedding was not a blockbuster, it did survive in queer
cult circles: future Angel of Light member Adrian Brooks notes that he first saw the film in
Philadelphia in 1972 at the X-rated porno theater Blue Boy Cinema.75 Tricia’s Wedding was a
successful foray into film and current political and cultural events for the Cockettes, who once
again further evolved their performance ethos. Their uninhibited and impulsive style could do
more than titillate – it could be used to as social commentary.
Despite the merriment seen on stage, internal strife about the future of the group divided
the Cockettes. One side led by Hibiscus strongly believed that the performances needed to be
free. Even though tickets to the Nocturnal Dream Show at The Palace only cost two dollars,
Hibiscus would often sneak people into the shows to avoid the admission charge. The other side
– led mostly by Goldie Glitters, Sylvester, and Cockette Bobby - wanted the performances to
become more professional. With the growing popularity of the Cockettes, this group wanted to
focus more on scripted performances, rehearsals, using directors and proper sets, and believed
that they should be compensated monetarily for their involvement and dedication.76 In addition
this side of the argument felt that Hibiscus monopolized the limelight leaving little room for
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anyone else to star.77 These growing conflicts resulted in a physical altercation in mid-1971.
Sources differ about what exactly occurred but Pam Tent recalls that Cockette Bobby pushed
Hibiscus down a flight of stairs at the Cockette commune. The fight cemented Hibiscus’s
feelings and he left the Cockettes taking with him the likeminded members Kreemah Ritz,
Tahara, Rumi, and others.78 Hibiscus used this opportunity to form the Angels of Light, an
offshoot of the Cockettes devoted to performance free of cost and free of constraints [Figure
18].79
Though the schism broke the Cockettes apart, the troupe did work with Hibiscus’s Angels
of Light. In 197280 the Cockettes released Elevator Girls in Bondage [Figures 19 and 20].
Inspired after buying an old elevator girls costume at an MGM sale, Michael Kalmen wrote and
directed the 56-minute film.81 Elevator Girls contained themes of Marxism and police brutality;
which Kalmen filtered through the Cockette lens. The film centers on four rebellious female
elevator operators – lead by Rumi Missabu as Maxine – who revolt against their boss BaldHeaded Sally, played by Big Daryl [Figure 21].82 The most shocking scene occurs when Kalmen
- in a cameo role as Bun E. Hugger, an FBI agent – raids the elevator girls’ Marxist meeting.
Kalmen later stated: “Fortunately what was going on in the news provided me with all the
material that I needed. There was a raid on the Black Panther Party where the Black Panthers
were stripped and guns were stuck up their asses. So, I just said, ‘Fine, we’ll have that happen to
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the elevator girls.’”83 The FBI agent forces the girls against the walls, having them drop their
pants so he can sodomize them with his gun. In my email interview with Rumi Missabu, he told
me: “All I remember is that a real gun was used in the film though I was assured it was unloaded,
and when [Kalmen] playing the agent […] thrust it up our butts it was freezing cold!”84
Elevator Girls was a mostly adlibbed production: there was no script; the actors based
their lines on the memory of what Kalmen had told them.85 As well, there was supposed to be a
short nightclub scene in which Hibiscus would perform. On the day of filming Hibiscus showed
up with about thirty members of the Angels of Light. With nothing planned or rehearsed, the
mob danced and danced taking up more time and film than intended. The film crew ended up
having to throw Hibiscus and the group out to get them to stop. During postproduction, Kalmen
realized the film had been shot without sound, which forced the actors to later voice over all their
lines. The dubbing eliminated the typical spontaneity of the performance, forcing the actors to
remember and repeat their unscripted lines. The results were clunky and odd. The film premiered
at the Sutter Street Cinema, a former porno theater. Elevator Girls in Bondage was not widely
viewed at the time of its release though remains a prime example of Cockette film.86
By late 1971, the Cockettes were making a name for themselves beyond the San
Francisco scene. With Hibiscus and his likeminded Angels of Light pursuing their own interests,
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the remaining Cockettes could fully devote themselves to perfecting their already signature
performance style and the tastemakers of New York City were taking notice. In September of
1971 Truman Capote – the renowned author, homosexual and socialite – and Rex Reed – critic
and New York City columnist – went to a Cockette performance while in San Francisco [Figure
22]. Reed recalled: “I was [in San Francisco] for a wedding with a group of famous people, and
we were told this was what we had to do on our free night, that this could only happen in San
Francisco. […] It gave everyone a chance to be a hippie for about two hours before going back to
their regular lives.”87 In his nationally syndicated column, Reed lavishly described the Cockettes
as:
The most unbelievable American phenomenon since Margaret Mitchell. They are the
current sensations of counterculture show business, the darlings of the underground press,
a landmark in the history of new liberated theater, and if you’ve never heard of them,
some circles would say you’re just not alive.88
Reed’s was not the only voice to cover the Cockettes nationally. In the October 14, 1971 issue of
Rolling Stone, Maitland Zane wrote a feature on the group. The article contained interviews with
the members as well reviews of their most recent productions.89 Zane states that the Cockettes
were “the satiric cutting edge of Gay Liberation” and “the defiant unisexual wave of the future
[at] ground zero during an explosion of sexuality and hedonism and dope and sensation-seeking
unparalleled in American history.”90 Riding this wave of positive national publicity, Sebastian
reached out to Harry Zerler, a talent scout for Columbia Records, who was able to get backing
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for a three-week, Off-Broadway show for the Cockettes at the Anderson Theatre in New York
City.91 This was the Cockettes’ big break.
The Off-Broadway production would open with a performance by Sylvester and His Hot
Band followed by for the first week a staging of their newest hit Tinsel Tarts in a Hot Coma and
for the last two weeks a revival of Pearls Over Shanghai.92 First staged in mid-1971, Tinsel Tarts
focuses on a group of young girls traveling from Hollywood to New York City in search of
stardom [Figure 23]. After traveling cross-country via a large cardboard train prop, the girls
encounter a cast of bizarre New York characters: Madge the Magnificent, an ageing starlet;
Brenda Breakfast; Mabel, a randy grandma; Siamese-twin maids; and the Marx Brothers.93 As
many later Cockette productions included, Tinsel Tarts had a cabaret scene featuring Sylvester –
by this time Sylvester was clearly known as the most talented singer and the audience always
fervently awaited his musical numbers.94 Notable costumes consisted of Sylvester in a fat-suit,
John Rothermel completely naked accept for his penis covered in silver rhinestones, and Fayette
Hauser in a boa made completely out of balloons.95 The subject matter of young starlets traveling
to New York City made the Tinsel Tarts a perfect fit for the Cockettes’ New York City debut
[Figure 24].
Prior to leaving for New York City the group did little to prepare besides establish the
program of entertainment. Harry Zerler did assist the group in putting together press packets to
send to New York City cultural journalists. Consisting of photographs from performances and
copies of Rex Reed’s glowing review, the press packet also included a book of Cockette paper
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dolls.96 Photographed by Clay Greedes, the paper dolls consisted of photos of members in their
underwear with attachable outfits. The book included a pregnant Sweet Pam in black fishnet
stockings and even the toddler Ocean Michael Moon with a frilly dress [Figures 25 and 26].97
Prepared or not, the Cockettes’ left for New York City on October 29, 1971.98
In an article in the San Francisco Chronicle John Wasserman noted: “The Cockettes
finally open in New York on November 7. […] They will depart San Francisco International
Airport on October 29. Sounds like a good day to take the bus.”99 Wasserman’s warning was for
good reason. As Sweet Pam recalls:
The scene at the airport was surreal. […] Dressed to the nines, we swarmed into the
terminal and mingled with the media. Everyone’s drag was over the top: Wally sported
plastic jack-o-lantern tits and Scrumbly wore a housedress, a red picture-framed hat, and
two armloads of celluloid bracelets. John Rothermel wore a wig with the highest
pompadour that Nikki could manage as well as faux stockings that were also Nikki’s
design. […] I wore layers of drag from the ‘best of the past few shows’ and a large
plumed hat to draw attention away from my ever-expanding belly.100 Link has foregone
the ‘40s traveling suit in favor of a blue swimsuit decorated with a Miss America banner
and topped off with a full-length mink coat and heels.101
The madness continued onto the airplane. The group mingled with the passengers, got drunk and
high, and sang the entire way to New York.102
In New York City, the Cockettes made their home at the Hotel Albert on Tenth Street in
the East Village. The Cockettes were welcomed into the New York avant-garde scene, having
numerous parties thrown in their honor and even being granted one thousand dollars by Robert
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Rauschenberg to use as spending money while in the city.103 Maureen Orth, a Village Voice
journalist, followed the group while in New York to record their exploits. Orth notes: “I must
have gone to twenty-seven parties with the Cockettes, on the East Side, the West Side, in the
Village, in penthouses, lofts, museums and basements, gotten a total of fifteen hours’ sleep, met
two thirds of the freaks of New York, and began to suspect that all of Manhattan was gay.”104
The Cockettes got swooped up into the party scene and loved being the center of attention: they
were finally being treated like the stars they thought they were.
Opening night on November 7th was proclaimed by Sally Quinn in the Washington Post
to be “the biggest Off-Broadway opening in the history of New York [Figure 27].”105 A crowd of
roughly one thousand people – both counter-culture characters and the elites of the New York art
scene – attended opening night.106 Flooding onto the red carpet at the Anderson Theater were
celebrities like Liza Minnelli, John Lennon and Yoko Ono, as well as the guests Orth noted
seeing “Anthony Perkins, Peggy Cass, Angela Lansbury, Gore Vidal, Gloria Swanson, Baby
Jane Holzer, Allen Ginsberg, Nora Ephron, Sylvia Miles, Alexis Smith, Rex Reed, Bill Blass,
Diana Vreeland, Bobby Short, Taylor Mead, Clive Barnes, Andy Warhol, and Warhol’s drag
queen stars Holly Woodlawn, Candy Darling, and Jackie Curtis.”107 The crowd was prepared to
experience groundbreaking theater, a performance new to New York City. The problem was
little effort was given to preparing for the show. The Cockettes felt their San Francisco
performances would easily translate to the Off-Broadway stage, plus “they were already the
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beloved stars of lower Manhattan, and it has always worked before to just bring their lifestyles
and good vibes to the stage.”108
Upon first arriving in New York and visiting the venue, the group realized the stage at the
Anderson Theater was twice as large as the stage at The Palace. They needed to remake from
scratch all the sets they brought to fit the enormous stage. Likewise, due to the size of the theater
the costumes needed to be adjusted so that they would be visible to the audience in the
mezzanine.109 The theater had no curtain or sound and lighting systems, all of which needed to
be installed. These issues would have been enough to take up all the time the week they had
before the grand opening, but of course the group got swept up into their own notoriety and the
welcome they received in New York.110 Members would meet at the theater in the middle of the
night between parties to try and get the show ready to present. They did have a few rehearsals
but never completed a full run-through or sound check. By opening night, the group was
exhausted from carousing and trying to put together a workable production.111 The show was set
up for failure.
With a packed house, Sylvester and His Hot Band went on an hour and a half late. The
audience was growing restless and Sylvester’s sublime crooning could barely get the evening on
track.112 By the time Tinsel Tarts in a Hot Coma began the show was running three hours late.
The production was riddled with issues: audience members in the balcony could not hear a thing
due to the poor sound system and lack of sound check, the actors missed their cues and seemed
to wander purposelessly around the stage. But worst of all the Cockettes did not have the captive
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audience they had grown accustomed to in San Francisco. The performers thrived on the catcalls
and participation of the crowd at The Palace, but in New York the audience had no reaction at
all. It is rumored that not long into the show Angela Lansbury stood up and exclaimed “Let’s get
the fuck out of here” and took with her an entire row of the audience.113 Some did stay for the
entirety of the production, but it was a consensus that what was promised to be the theatrical
event of the decade was a complete and utter disaster.
The reviews were in and they were scathing. In his New York Times review “Theater:
Coast Transvestite Troup,” Mel Gussow pointedly stated: “With all the pre-premiere hysteria it
was difficult for the Cockettes to live up to their reputation. The surprise was that in minutes they
completely lived down their reputation. This is a drag show to end all drag shows, the kind of
exhibition that murders camp and gives transvestism [sic] a bad name.”114 Sally Quinn in the
article “The Cockettes: The Show Was a Drag” in The Post wrote: “It was so much
unsophisticated, unslick, un-hip humor that California fell at their feet.”115 Rex Reed who had
previously touted the group quipped: “My God, this is worse than Hiroshima.”116 In quoting
from the 1962 film Gypsy, Gore Vidal famously deemed: “Having no talent is not enough.”117
The devastating reviews of the opening night left the group defeated though they did complete
their three-week residency. Over the weeks, the members adapted to theater and crowd, ending
up putting on successful productions.118 But by then the damage was done and the Cockettes
were feeling the effects of their failure.
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After the embarrassment in New York City, the Cockettes returned to San Francisco and
continued to stage performances including a final rendition of Pearls Over Shanghai and even
the new productions Hot Greeks and Journey to the Center of Uranus, which featured Divine the star of many later John Water’s films – dressed as a lobster while singing the song “A Crab
On Your Anus Means You’re Loved.”119 Though the Cockettes continued to perform, according
to Fayette Hauser the “energy seemed dissipated.”120 Sociologist Joshua Gamson believed the
end of the Cockettes came about less as the result of the travesty of the New York City show but
more a consequence of the changing times: “By 1972, the crazy colors and new shapes of
psychedelics and hallucinogens were fast being knocked out of the San Francisco scene by edgy,
buzzing, estranging drugs like PCP and speed. The wind that had carried the Cockettes to San
Francisco prominence seemed to suddenly die down.”121 The Cockettes’ time had passed. Martin
Worman described the end as such: “The time, the mood, the people were changing. The
camaraderie started to deteriorate into dish. The light that had sailed cometlike across the San
Francisco sky to illuminate the arrival of the new androgynous Aquarian Age was moving
on.”122 Members of the Cockettes began to break off, go in different creative directions or even
leave San Francisco; a few died of drug overdoses. In the fall of 1972 the Cockettes staged their
last production and the troupe disbanded.123
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Chapter 2: The Cockettes and Bay Area Free Theater and Performance Art

The lack of success of the Cockettes’ Off-Broadway show was undoubtedly due to
numerous factors, but can be understood by examining the differences between East and West
Coast theater and performance art. In an interview between Paul Gabriel and Gary Alinder from
1991 in the San Francisco Gay and Lesbian Archives, Alinder remembers: “the reception they
got in New York was like – let’s say, the Cockettes didn’t work in New York. It was like a whole
different scene, I mean, professional theater critics were going there from the New York Times
and like reviewing them, […] it was just so particular to a certain place and certain time.”124 The
Cockettes originated out of the counter-culture art practices specific to the Bay Area; the group’s
performance style and ethos speak to the history of hippie and conceptual performance art and
free theater of San Francisco. Analyzing the Cockettes’ connection to San Francisco
performance theater tradition and why the group did not translate into a successful OffBroadway show in New York City will allow for a greater understanding of the Cockettes and
how the group fits into the unique counter-culture art scene of the Bay Area.125
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Performance art in California and New York differs strikingly because of each cities
history. Moira Roth points out:
When California performance began to shape itself in the late 1960s, it emerged from a
very different context than that of New York performance. Its initial emergence was less
of a struggle since the Pop and Minimalist stronghold was weaker than on the East Coast;
but it was also harder to establish performance here publicly. California had neither the
tradition of Happenings […] nor a critical framework. There were no seminal events, […]
no benign influential critics and publications nor a Fluxus network.126
The performance art scene of California’s Bay Areas was forced to originate out the region’s
own specific art and cultural history: “the dramatic and visual quality of the decade’s political
and social events, and the attitudes which generated them, operated directly as models for much
of the early performance.”127 Comparable to New York’s Happenings were the “belligerent,
raucous and poetic” Be-Ins and street theater of the 1960s.128 An amalgamation of protest, art,
and lifestyle celebration, the Be-Ins were large gatherings in public parks that came to symbolize
the cultural shift from the Beat generation of the 1950s to hippie movement’s Summer of Love
of the 1960s. Most famous was the Human Be-In held on the Polo Fields in Golden Gate Park on
January 14, 1967. With roughly 3,000 people in attendance the Human Be-In centered on the
essential issues of 1960s counter-culture: personal power, decentralization, ecological awareness,
and consciousness expansion.129 Be-Ins like the Human Be-In brought likeminded radicals
together to expand their minds with drugs, share ideas, and experiment with art and music.
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The San Francisco Mime Troupe defined Bay Area free theater in the 1960s. Founded by
R. G. Davis in 1959, the group started with the silent, mime theatrical technique but shifted in
the early 1960s to a more Commedia dell’Arte structure to parody and provide commentary on
current political and social events. The Mime Troupe staged their performances for free in public
parks throughout San Francisco, and the performances became known for their political
messages and usual altercations with the local police. In August 1965 in Lafayette Park, the
group staged the sixteenth-century Italian philosopher Giordano Bruno’s comedy play Il
Candelaio [Figure 28]. Translated to mean The Candle Maker, candelaio was a slang term for a
sodomite. Employing the phallic humor of the candle, the group addressed “the gender issues of
the two leading male characters, one gay the other bisexual, who challenge the rhetorical and
philosophical foundations of romantic and courtly love dominant in early modern Europe.”130
After just a few performances the Rec & Parks Commission deemed the show “obscene,
indecent, and offensive” due to “suggestive works and gestures” forcing them to revoke the
group’s permit to perform.131 Undeterred the Mime Troupe attempted to stage another
performance. Knowing they would be arrested, R. G. Davis incorporated the arrest into the show
by yelling out for the audience: “Ladies and Gentlemen, Il Troup di Mimo di San Francisco
presents for your enjoyment this afternoon… AN ARREST!”132 The Mime Troupe’s
incorporation of current political messages with theater held for free in public settings became
principal tenets of Bay Area free theater.
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By the Fall of 1966, the Mime Troupe split and formed the Diggers. An anarchist
collective, the Diggers took the “ensemble form, aggressive improvisational style, itinerant
outlaw posture, satirical social critique” from the Mime Troupe but sought to remove all the
boundaries between performer and spectator, art, and life. The Diggers performed with no stage
or theater, preferring to carry out their productions – which they dubbed “life-acting” in the
streets.133 One of their most famous life-acting events was “Death of Money, Birth of Haight”
[Figure 29]. Performed on December 17, 1966 “Death of Money” dramatized the hippie belief in
the evils of the pursuit of money: “people dressed in animal heads took huge pieces of money,
stage money, and put them in and out of an enormous coffin in a march down Haight Street
singing ‘Get out My Life, Why Don’t You Babe’ to Chopin’s ‘Death March.’”134 Like the San
Francisco Mime Troupe, the Diggers strongly believed in the importance of their theater being
free, though the Diggers took this belief to a higher level. The Diggers employed a free
philosophy, providing everything from a free Diggers newspaper to cooking and serving free
meals in parks to anyone who wanted the food. The Diggers philosophy greatly influenced the
Kaliflower commune from which Hibiscus and many of the Cockettes got their start in San
Francisco.135
The Cockettes evolved and grew out of the San Francisco Be-Ins and the free theater of
San Francisco Mime Troupe and the Diggers. Undoubtedly Cockette members had heard of and
possibly witnessed performances from these groups; as well the Cockette audience members
would have been familiar with these theatrical techniques. Like the Diggers, Hibiscus founded
the Cockettes acknowledging the importance of having the performance be free of cost. To
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promote their message of a theater for a new decade, Hibiscus strongly believed the
performances needed to be free and open to all. To combat the fact that the early Cockette
performances were confined to the capacity constraints of the Palace Theater’s physical space,
instead of staging their performances in public parks like the Mime Troupe or the neighborhood
streets like the Diggers, the Cockettes expanded into film. Film allowed the Cockettes to reach
an audience beyond their immediate community, taking their message across the country and
possibly around the world. Though the concept of free theater began as an important element of
the Cockettes and eventually became a key component of the group’s separation, the idea of
theater free of charge originated from the Bay Area’s strong free theater history.
The Cockettes clear evolution out of the Bay Area’s unique theater traditions can be
further analyzed through the comparison to a New York City theatrical company with many of
similar tenants to the Cockettes but distinctly different. The Play-House of the Ridiculous,
debuting in 1965, renounced the traditions of theater by employing unrealistic settings and nonnaturalistic acting to create unsettling and shocking experiences. John Vaccaro, the director of
the group, described what the group was doing as: “This was a neodadaist, ‘antiart’ brand of
theater designed to make delirious nonsense of the conventional virtues of consistency and
clarity of form, and to emphasize instead the awkward messy, ludicrous nature of placing people
together on a stage, to be looked at.”136 In 1967 the group split and formed The Theater of the
Ridiculous, which was led by actor, director, and play-write Charles Ludlam [Figure 30]. The
Theater of the Ridiculous staged such productions as Turds in Hell, When Queens Collide, and
Whores of Babylon all of which incorporated cross-gender casting, satire of current events, and
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glittery extravagant costumes.137 Company member Black-Eyes Susan described the atmosphere
of a Theater of the Ridiculous production:
It was improvised chaos. During the all-night extravaganzas boundaries between theater
and reality, performer and spectator, actor and character, dissolved as audience members
took drugs and took the stage, as performers forgot lines, missed cues, improvised scenes,
wandered out into the house, or otherwise discarded the text.138
Though many elements of the Theater of the Ridiculous are comparable to the performances of
the Cockettes, the striking difference came down to the importance of the acting. Though many
of the Cockettes believed it, none of them were professional actors. Acting was essentially
irrelevant in the Cockette performance, whereas the Theater of the Ridiculous was committed to
the “camp tradition of good bad acting.”139 As Vaccaro stated: “It was chaos, but it had its
parameters; it was directed chaos.”140 Through the jarring and disorienting productions, the
Theater of the Ridiculous possessed an underlying seriousness to the craft of acting. By the time
the Cockettes were making their New York City Off-Broadway debut in 1972, the Theater of the
Ridiculous were staging more meticulously crafted and intellectual performances, their leader
Charles Ludlam was even granted a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1971.141 It was with an
understanding of the Theater of the Ridiculous that the audience approached the Cockettes’ OffBroadway performance. Expecting at the least professional chaos, the New York audience on
opening night just experienced disorganized, unskilled chaos and they were unimpressed.
Much like the free theater traditions of the Bay Area, the performance art scene lacked
the sense of structure seen on the East Coast. The Bay Area performance art scene had little to no
critical evaluation and virtually no involvement of outside critics. The absence of a “hospitable
137
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art support system” made the performances quite insular often performed to an audience of other
artists. Much of the Bay Area performance art fit into the mode of performance that art historian
Moira Roth termed “life-oriented,” a style of performance that “thrusts itself into life –
ambitiously, energetically, often awkwardly.”142 Roth explains further that “Early California
performance allied itself closely with life […] there was only a thin membrane separating the life
of the performance from that of the artist and of his or her audience of close friends.”143 In
performance art the content and form of the work is life, thus very little exists to distinguish
where life stops and art begins.144 A performance that visualizes that notion is The Act of
Drinking Beer With Friends is the Highest Form of Art from 1970 by Tom Marioni [Figure 31].
Marioni describes the form of the performance The Act of Drinking Beer as such:
It took place at the Oakland Museum. I invited 21 of my friends to come and drink beer
at the museum. And 16 people were there. All the people were sculptors except for
Werner Jepson, the music composer. We got drunk in the museum together and the debris
that was left over was exhibited as documentation of the activity – empty beer cans and
cigarette butts, just morning after kind of debris. It was to exaggerate the concept of the
act of being the art and the documentation being just a record of the real activity.145
The real-life activity of drinking beers with his friends became Marioni’s performance and the
detritus left behind became the work of art. Whether Marioni’s intension was to have the
performance or remaining waste be the completed work, his incorporation and reliance on the
everyday was a core component of The Act of Drinking Beer and an important element of Bay
Area performance art.
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Like Marioni and life-oriented performance, the Cockettes embodied a blending of art
and life into their practice. The outlandish and ornate costumes worn by the Cockettes on stage
were the same outfits they wore on the streets of San Francisco. The outfits were not theatrical in
the sense that they were limited to the stage, for the Cockettes little distinction existed between
public and private, the stage or the street [Figure 32].146 Sweet Pam explained regarding their
appearance: “This is what we did at home, we dressed up and we sang and we play acted. This is
our life, it just spilled off onto the stage.”147 In the early Cockette performances, before scripts or
rehearsal provided a structure, the line between performance and daily life was blurred to the
extent that the stage became the only mark of distinction. In Marioni’s The Act of Drinking Beer
the museum in which the act took place provided the context for defining it as art. Performance
art – especially the life-oriented performance art of the Bay Area - included an element of
framing that helped the spectator understand it as art.148 Though the Cockettes performed their
life, the stage of the Palace Theater cemented the fact that it was an art performance.
The audience further blurred the line between the Cockettes’ performances and life. Like
the early conceptual performances of the Bay Area, the audience consisted of other artists and
friends of the group. The audience possessed the same mindset and beliefs as the performers,
making the distinction between the two less ridged. The audience at the Palace Theater often
came to the performances dressed up in their own variations of the Cockettes’ distinctive
fashion. Audience members were vocal throughout the performances: sporadically cheering,
dancing in the isles, singing along, and even joining the performers on stage at the end of the
show. If the audience plays an active role in a performance, they become a hybrid entity of both
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passive and active, observer and participant. The unique relationship between active audience
and performer is a key component of both Bay Area performance and the shows of the
Cockettes.
According to Tom Marioni, drug culture greatly influenced the Bay Area’s art scene and
the reception of the works:
Because of the use of drugs in our society, and especially in San Francisco, there has
been a new art climate developing there. Since the advent of hippies and rock music there
are strong feelings to communicate in a personal way in the Area and it is definitely
influencing many artists to the point that the taking of drugs is important to the execution
and even understanding of the work.149
Though drugs in the 1960s and 1970s appeared across the United States, people touted San
Francisco – and specifically the Height Ashbury neighborhood - as the nucleus of drug culture at
that time. Drugs were not simply viewed as a recreational activity; but as Marioni points out,
drugs were an integral part of not only the performance of art but in the understanding of it. LSD
and acid were constant components of Cockette performances. Rumi explained, “I never
performed off drugs”150 and Worman described the group: “valiums, joints, cocaine, smack,
hash, you name it, they were on it. A little of this, a little of that, mix and match, up and down, in
and out – of consciousness.”151 Drugs were not a mere recreation; the taking of drugs became a
way to form a new actuality and attain a spiritual experience: according to Sweet Pam “we had
built our own reality” with LSD.152 It was not only the Cockettes who relied on drug use during
their performances, the audience members at the Palace were all using drugs as well. The bright
colors and outlandish costumes of the Cockettes, as well as the songs and dances were intensified
by drug use.
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The Cockettes clearly relate to and originate from the artistic practices central to the
hippie movement, San Francisco free theater, and Bay Area conceptual performance art. Theater
that was free of costs as established by the San Francisco Mime Troup and the Diggers as well as
the life oriented component of Bay Area conceptual performance art were aspects central to the
foundation of the Cockettes. The Cockettes continuation of Bay Area performance customs not
only explains their success and support in the counter-culture of San Francisco but also
emphasizes their historical significance.
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Chapter 3: Cockettes and Feminist Art

Though the Cockettes emerged out of the very specific culture of Bay Area performance
art and free theater, the performance style and many of the artistic practices employed by the
Cockettes show a direct relationship to the feminist art movement of California. The fight for
gender equality in the United States began as early as the woman’s suffrage movement in the
nineteenth century and continued to change and adopt new focuses to the time of second-wave
feminism in the 1960s. Second-wave feminism centered on issues of sexuality, family,
reproductive rights, and the female body. Within the context of the Feminist Art Movement of
the 1960s, the second-wave feminist art movement largely located in California centered around
the work of the Feminist Art Program at Fresno State University founded by Judy Chicago in
1970 and the Feminist Art Program at the California Institute of the Arts (CalArts) under the
direction of Judy Chicago and Miriam Shapiro in 1971. This chapter highlights the ways in
which performance and artistic style of the Cockettes speaks directly to the second-wave
feminist art movement; the link between the two holds significance to the art historical
understanding of the Cockettes.
The Feminist Art Movement largely developed out of the educational experiment
founded by Judy Chicago at Fresno State University. The Feminist Art Program at Fresno State
was the first university level arts class focused on forming and fostering feminist art principals.
Founded in 1970 and becoming a full-time program in 1971, Chicago along with fifteen students,
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created the program so that women artists could discuss their work “without male
interference.”153 The members of the Feminist Art Program began to explore and experiment
with concepts and materials that would become central to the Feminist Art Movement of the
1970s, such as the use of non-fine arts media as a way to break free from the art historical
patriarchy and effectively convey feminist subject matter, female sexual imagery or “cunt art”,
and communal artistic practices.154
Chicago achieved such great success with the Feminist Art Program that Miriam Shapiro
invited her to CalArts to help her start a similar program. Founded in 1971, the Feminist Art
Program at CalArts defined a generation of feminist art by creating one of the most iconic works
of feminist art in the 1970s: Womanhouse [Figure 33]. Though the Feminist Art Program at
CalArts is often considered the founding of organized feminist art, the foundations of the
movement originated at Fresco State University: “But the pedagogical principals that drove the
CalArts FAP and Womanhouse – i.e. conceptualizing and producing artwork collectively, and
developing “female” imagery and production techniques to communicate female content, were
established in Fresno by trial and error during the first year of the Fresno FAP.”155 The creation
of Womanhouse should not only be seen as the success of CalArts but also as the pinnacle of
feminist artistic concepts established at Fresno State University.
In 1971 Shapiro, Chicago and twenty-one female students – ten who transferred from the
Fresno State University program156 - fabricated the collaborative art environment of
Womanhouse in a condemned mansion at 553 Mariposa Avenue in residential Hollywood, Los
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Angeles. Created over six weeks, Womanhouse was open from January 30 through February 29,
1972.157 The context of the art space set in a suburban home held great significance, since the
home was considered the realm of the female. Judy Chicago explained: “Womanhouse became
both an environment that housed the work of women artists working out of their own
experiences and the ‘house’ of female reality into which one entered to experience the real facts
of women’s lives, feelings, and concerns.”158 The seventeen rooms of the house were divided
amongst the artists, each using the specific rooms – such as bathroom, linen closet, kitchen, and
dining room – as inspiration for the subject matter of the art installation. Through challenging the
traditional roles allocated to women by reclaiming the domestic/private space and focusing on
the female experience as subject not object, Womanhouse as an installation and exhibition set the
precedent for the future of feminist art.159
Along with and supplementing the room installations at Womanhouse, numerous
performances took place throughout the many rooms of the house. Performance became an
essential area of artistic practice for feminist artists because it felt unfettered by the long
established artistic conventions.160 Performance art’s “deliberate transgression of the art/life
boundaries, ‘amateurish’ messiness, improvisational character, communal nature, and its
openness to the banal and everyday as well as to the realms of myth and ritual, meant that
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performance art was ideally suited to the feminist agenda of that decade [1970s].”161 Feminist
artist Cheri Gaulke further explains: “Performance is not a difficult concept for us [women].
We’re on stage every moment of our lives. Acting like women. […] And in performance we
found an art form that was young, without the tradition of painting or sculpture. Without the
traditions governed by men.”162 Performance provided a practice outside of the patriarchal
confines of traditional artistic media and feminist artists in the early 1970s began to explore what
this freedom allowed them to create.
At Womanhouse the performance pieces were given the same importance as the
installations. According to Chicago: “The performances were extremely powerful. Womanhouse
opened up whole new areas of subject matter and technique, as well as performance work. […]
In early feminist art, there were many issues – personal content, personal subject matter, the
body – that have since moved into the mainstream, but whose origins have not been credited.”163
An example of a performance that took place at Womanhouse was Cock and Cunt by Judy
Chicago. Cock and Cunt explored male and female gender roles defined by society. First
conceived and created at Fresno State University in 1970, the performance consisted of two
characters, SHE and HE, wearing black leotards with large, pink vinyl genitalia sewn by
Shawnee Wollenman [Figure 34]. 164 In the Womanhouse performance, Janice Lester played the
role of SHE and Faith Wilding played the role of HE. The performance begins with SHE asking
HE to help with the dishes, to which HE exclaims: “But you don’t have a cock! A cock means
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you don’t wash dishes. You have a cunt. A cunt means you wash dishes.”165 The skit continues
into the bedroom in which the performers simulate sex with the large, fake genitalia. HE claims
his superiority because of his genitalia is “long and hard and straight like a gun or a missile.”166
The performance ends with HE beating SHE to death with his large phallus. Despite the brutal
ending, the characters’ enormous genitalia and the sing-song rhythm in which the performers
speak makes the performance almost comical. Cock and Cunt represents a specific type of
feminist performance art that is simultaneously provocative yet political. The satirical
performance is at time humorous in its presentation but intense and serious in the ways it
addresses the suppression, domination, and oppression women experience at the hands of men
and male dominated society.
Another example of provocative and political feminist performance art is Cunt
Cheerleaders [Figure 35]. Cunt Cheerleaders originated at the Feminist Art Program at Fresno
State. The performance consisted of four students - Doris Atlantis, Cay Lang, Vanalyne Green,
and Susan Boud – wearing pink cheerleader uniforms with the letters C-U-N-T across their
chests. The performance of Cunt Cheerleaders took place in a public setting; Judy Chicago
remembers the cheerleaders doing “pussy cheers and cunt cheers at the airport when we went
there to pick up arriving visitors.”167 The public staging of Cunt Cheerleaders is unique because
feminist performance art in the 1970s usually took place within controlled environments like the
case with Cock and Cunt at Womanhouse. Though these performances were held in a public
space, they targeted a sympathetic and likeminded audience of individuals visiting the Feminist
Art Program as a guest or lecturer and thus still can be interpreted a type of controlled audience.
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Cunt Cheerleaders was provocative and political because of the performance’s emphatic
embrace of female anatomy; the vagina was not something to be ashamed of but something to be
celebrated and proudly cheered. The type of provocative and political feminist performance
exemplified by Cock and Cunt and Cunt Cheerleaders is seen in the performances of the
Cockettes. Cockette shows were provocative with their costumes that often involved varying
degrees of male and female nudity. Whereas some performances held direct political meanings –
such as Trisha’s Wedding - the playful sexuality and lifestyle of the Cockettes can be interpreted
as a type of political message. The Cockettes defied society’s understanding of gender and
sexuality by promotion of their hippie, communal, free-love lifestyle. The idea of personal events
and experiences as political was central to the beliefs of second-wave feminist artists.
Feminist performance art, much like the conceptual performance art of the Bay Area,
generated strong connections to the audience and embodied the artist’s own life. Feminist
performance artists relied on their own experiences for the content of performances, creating
slim divide between the artist’s lived experiences and the performances. Just as the Cockettes’
costumes were for stage and street, the feminist performance artist’s art never ended because the
content of the performance was deeply biographical - her art was her life and her life was her art.
When feminist performance art started in the 1970s, it mostly occurred in an intimate and
controlled context, usually only for other women and other female artists as was the case with
Cock and Cunt.168 Throughout Western history, the representation of the female body in art was
viewed as the object on display for the male gaze, which posed great issue for female
performance artists: “Women performance artists who use their own bodies as instruments in
their work, constantly hover on the knife edge of the possibility of joining the spectacle of
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women.”169 Early female performance artists combated the historical positioning of the female
body in art by performing in all female contexts. To avoid the male gaze, the women removed
the men from the environment.
Deeply personal and often autobiographical in content, feminist performance art required
a trust between performer and audience: “because of the intimacy that developed with […] an
audience who returned time and again to performances, the psychological and political impact of
these performances was cumulative, and the barriers between audience and performers
indistinct.”170 A sense of collaboration existed between the audience and artist, a collaboration
not based on direct participation by the audience but by the fact that the feminist performances
did not allow for passive appreciation but required the audience’s mental, emotional, and
physical energy to process the meaning and intentions.171
Similar to the methods employed by feminist performance artists who relied upon their
audience of likeminded women to produce an environment of support and artistic growth, the
Cockettes were accustomed to performing to a specific audience at the Palace Theater. The
crowd at the Palace not only forgave technical problems, but also applauded them - the crowd
was not there to witness a show passively, but to become active parts of it. Sweet Pam described
the importance of the audience to a Cockette performance and how the New York crowd at their
Off-Broadway production was very different:
The crowd started to get restless, as we found ourselves with nothing to give to crank up
the energy. We’d lost them, and the show had barely begun. Like all the Cockette shows,
the audience was a large part of the magic, and we’d always counted on rapport with
169
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them to carry us through the rough spots. We were learning fast that on this tour, the
house was filled with spectators.172
The very specific relationship that developed between the Cockettes and their audience is similar
to that of feminist performance art: both relied on creating a sense of respect and openness to
new ideas between the viewer and performer. Just as a Cockettes show typically ended with a
unification of performers and audience on stage, feminist performances were so insular that the
performers in one show would constitute the audience in the next.173 Both events resulted in a
composite performer-audience that was essential to the performance.
Not only through performance art did the feminist artists of the early 1970s begin to shift
focus away from the artistic media associated with patriarchal history – painting and sculpture –
but with techniques that had previously been marginalized as “women’s work” such as sewing,
crocheting, quilting, and other textile techniques.174 Throughout history the art produced by
those outside the Western canon and its traditional media was defines as “low arts.”175 In “On
Cubism” from 1918, Le Corbusier and Amédée Ozenfant wrote: “There is a hierarchy in the arts:
decorative arts at the bottom, and the human form at the top. Because we are men.”176 Not only
did artists believe in a hierarchy of the arts, art history H. W. Jason in his book History of Art
from 1962 wrote: “for the applied arts are more deeply enmeshed in our everyday lives and thus
cater to a far wider public than do painting and sculpture, their purpose, as the name suggests, is
to beautify the useful, an important and honorable one, no doubt, but of a lesser order than art
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pure and simple.”177 For feminists, their use of “woman’s work” became a way to embrace the
personal as political.178 In discussing her feminist embrace of “low arts” Miriam Shapiro stated:
“I wanted to validate the traditional activities of women, to connect myself to the unknown
women artists who made quilts, who had done the invisible ‘women’s work’ of civilization. I
wanted to acknowledge them, to honor them.”179 Seen as a way to shed light upon the forgotten
female artists of the past as well as separate current feminist art practices from the misogynistic
art scene, craft and textile art gained in popularity in the 1970s.
Womanhouse provides many examples of the feminist art movements embrace of the
“female arts.” Faith Wilding’s Womb Room – also referred to as Crocheted Environment exemplifies the feminist use of textile art [Figure 36]. As the title suggests, the work is Wilding’s
homage to everyone’s first room: the womb. Womb Room is a “mother’s women nest of
blood”180 created completely by crocheted forms inspired by the female body. The cave-like
open fabric tent resembles a contemporary interpretation of an African menstruation hut.181 In
referencing the menstruation hut, Wilding reclaimed and appropriated an environment that men
historically used to sequester and restrict women by using the feminine artistic practice of
crocheting to redefine the space as a place of female empowerment. As well, the existence of
Womb Room in the suburban home of Womanhouse shows Wilding’s desire to create a space for
the housewife: “often deprived of having been herself mothered, marring young and having
children before she could complete her own childhood or education, housewives of all ages
needed to be nourished again – this time in the metaphorical womb of the home, to develop into
177
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fully adult humans.”182 Wilding’s Womb Room acts as only one example of many of the fabricbased feminist art practices of the 1970s.
Womanhouse also embraced “low arts” as defined as non-fine art practices and women’s
work. As part of assembling Womanhouse, the artists needed to renovate the house to make it
suitable for the exhibition. Tasks included construction, cleaning, and carpentry: “Before picking
up a paint brush, etching plate, sculpting tool, or video camera, each young artist had already
used electric saws, drills, and sanders.”183 The female artist’s undertaking of the so-called “men’s
work” further subverted gender stereotypes and roles as well as incorporated these non-fine art
tasks into a fine art environment. Continuing to prove this point is the performances
Maintenance: Scrubbing performed by Christine Rush and Maintenance: Ironing performed by
Sandra Orgel [Figure 37 and 38]. To emphasize gender roles and the domestic tasks completed
by women, the performances took place on the same day but at different times and consisted of
the artist continually scrubbing the theater floor and repeatedly ironing identical sheets.184 The
monotonous domestic chores of cleaning and ironing were put into a fine-art context further
elevating these “female” tasks to a high art level.
The Cockettes, like feminist artists, embraced the “low art” or “feminine” artistic
practices of textile art. In the 1974 book Native Funk and Flash: An Emerging Folk Art,
Alexandra Jacopetti discusses the emerging decorative folk art tradition of San Francisco. Glitter
Boys - as Jacopetti describes gender-bending costume wearers like the Cockettes – were known
for fanciful costumes made of “patchwork pieces and old doilies.”185 The text even has a picture
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of Cockette Scrumbly wearing a jacket and pants created from pastel pink and white doilies
[Figure 39]. At the same time that the Cockettes were expressing themselves through their
handmade costumes, Nancy Youdelman was experimenting with her own ideas of costume
design in the Fresno State University Feminist Art Program. A trained costume designer,
Youdelman created a costume room stocked with homemade garments and accessories so she
could invent different characters for her fellow students to embody. Youdelman created
characters based on historical female archetypes as seen in the photographs Housewife, Victorian
Whore, Las Vegas Whore, Bride, and Kewpie Doll [Figure 40]. Youdelman’s costumes were
created to critique the roles typically allocated to women throughout history. Feminist artists and
the Cockettes both used textile techniques and costume design because of the historic feminine
associations, though for different reasons. For feminists, embracing “woman’s work” was a way
to reclaim and celebrate female history. For the Cockettes, it became a way to draw attention to
and criticize society’s gender expectations, not only because the male members wore female
clothing, but also because they did the women’s work themselves and fabricated their own
garments.
The Cockettes’ key identity and iconographic recognition came from their costumes.
With elaborate and extravagant outfits, Fayette Hauser remarked that the group tried “dressing as
outrageous as possible.”186 Constructed out of mostly second-hand garments either purchased or
stolen from thrift stores, costume shops, or found in the garbage, the Cockettes combined their
garments with boas, glitter, and any other element they could attach to their bodies [Figure 41].
Cockette members possessed no formal clothing construction training; the outfits became arenas
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of experimentation and fun.187 As mostly gay men and women, the Cockettes’ embracing of
textile arts holds importance: “Perhaps because fashion design is equally gendered female and
coded homosexual, one place where equality was relatively easily established within the
[Cockettes] was in the creation of costumes – in other words, hand-making was the sphere where
feminist and gay male labors were most equally valued.”188 For the male Cockettes, the act of
sewing, dressmaking, and embroidery was a form of rebellion against the hierarchical,
chauvinistic Western establishment of the 1970s.189
The costumes of the Cockettes became a way for members to dismantle gender
hierarchies, much the same as feminist artists were doing through performance and non-fine art
practices. Men in dresses and makeup, with bushy beards covered in glitter, and adopting female
personas; the Cockettes blended male and female identities to create a new category that did not
adhere to previous patriarchal systems [Figure 42]. As John Waters stated about seeing the
Cockettes: “We weren’t sure if it was men or women, it was straight people too. It was complete
sexual anarchy, which is always a wonderful thing.”190 At any time a Cockettes performance
contained heterosexual and homosexual men, women, and even children – Dusty Dawn would
often perform while breast feeding her son Ocean Michael Moon – all of whose genders and
sexualities could not be clearly established by the audience. The Cockettes’ disregard of the
ridged gender categories established by society proved to be one of the group’s greatest political
contributions. As Allen Ginsberg stated:
Kids who wanted some way to express difference from the homogenized television
culture adopted the plumage of these radical transvestites. The Cockettes were part of a
large-scale spiritual liberation movement and reclamation of self from the
187
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homogenization of the military state. They were expressing themselves as actual people
with their own natures and tendencies, rather than being ashamed – and doing it with
humor. […] The Cockettes just brought out into the street what was in the closet.191
Just as the feminist artists at Fresno State and CalArts - who broke boundaries and the artistic
rules with the collaborative art environment of Womanhouse - sought to question, critique and
dismantle patriarchal society’s established chauvinistic gender roles; the Cockettes through their
performances created an environment, lifestyle, and aesthetic in which gender was fluid. The
Cockettes possessed many similarities to the feminist art movement not only in ideology but also
in practice.
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Chapter 4: The Cockettes and the Gay Liberation Movement

By creating an environment, lifestyle, and aesthetic of queerness, the Cockettes
contributed to the burgeoning Gay Liberation Movement. Movements for the advancement of
homosexual rights existed prior to the 1970s. In 1944, the Bay Area poet Robert Duncan
published the pioneering essay “The Homosexual in Society.” In the essay, Duncan relates the
struggles of homosexuals to that of African Americas and Jews as a way of getting society to
“recognize homosexuals as equals and as equals allow them neither more nor less than can be
allowed any human being.”192 Duncan gave a voice to the homosexual experience in America,
inspiring future members of the gay rights movement. The Homophile Movement of the 1950s
headed by the Mattachine Society worked to change sodomy laws and reclassify the psychiatric
definition of homosexuality through mostly quiet, behind the scenes actions.193 With the increase
of youth activism from the Vietnam War protests and the growing generational gap within the
LGBT community, the homophile movement in San Francisco began to become assertive and
self-confident with the founding of the Society for Individual Rights. The Society for Individual
Rights, known by the acronym SIR, was founded in 1964 by William Beardemphl and José
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Sarria.194 SIR strove to be “liberationist out of righteousness” by creating a movement that was
more democratic and inclusive than previous homophile groups. SIR had an outward and inward
approach to advancing homosexual rights. SIR staged voter registration drives and held political
forums to concentrate on sex law reform and police harassment as well as to a make sure
homosexual rights were being addressed in politics.195 SIR’s outward approach to addressing
homosexual rights on a political and legal level was like previous homophile movements. Where
SIR became truly revolutionary and had the most lasting impact was the group’s inward move
towards creating a distinctive “community feeling” for homosexuals. For the first time with SIR,
gay men and women participated openly and proudly in a political entity with events such as
dances, drag shows, the monthly magazine Vector, and even the first ever gay and lesbian
community center in the United States, which opened in 1966.196 By 1968 SIR was the largest
homophile organization in the Nation but just as SIR pushed out the more conservative
homophile groups, more combative gay activism began to gain popularity and SIRs
memberships began to decline in the late 1960s and 70s and lose political pertinence.197
With the generational shift and growth of youth counterculture in the 1960s and 1970s as
well as the growing emphasis of sexual freedom from the Sexual Revolution of the 1960s, the
more militant form of homosexual activism of the Gay Liberation Movement overcame the
assimilation-based ideology of the Homophile Movement.198 It is widely believed that the Gay
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Liberation Movement began with the throwing of a beer bottle at a police officer during the
Stonewall Riots. The Stonewall Inn, located at 53 Christopher Street in New York City, was a
haven for the most marginalized members of the queer community: transgender people, queer
sex workers, and queers of color.199 Like all gay bars at that time, the patrons of the Stonewall
Inn were accustomed to police raids and harassment but on the night of June 28, 1969 something
changed. Instead of complying the patrons fought back:
We all had a collective feeling like we'd had enough of this kind of shit. It wasn't
anything tangible anybody said to anyone else, it was just kind of like everything over the
years had come to a head on that one particular night in the one particular place, and it
was not an organized demonstration. Everyone in the crowd felt that we were never going
to go back. It was like the last straw. It was time to reclaim something that had always
been taken from us.200
Transgendered women, gay men, and lesbians threw bottles, rocks, garbage cans, and lit fires;
fighting back against the police and a society that oppresses them. The riots lasted multiple
nights and paved the way for the foundation of the Gay Liberation Front, one of the first groups
that formed post-Stonewall and established the Gay Liberation Movement [Figure 43].201
Though the Stonewall Riot is considered the spark that ignited the Gay Liberation
Movement, San Francisco’s Compton’s Cafeteria Riot occurred earlier and fueled Bay Area
queer activism.202 Compton’s Cafeteria, located in the Tenderloin neighborhood, was a hangout
for transgender people, gay hustlers, and queer street youth. In 1966, the police raided the
restaurant, and instead of meekly complying the clientele fought back. The young queer people
rioted, breaking windows, throwing dishes at the police, and even burning down a nearby
newsstand: “revolution was born as sixty drag queens, transgenders, and hookers fought the
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cops. […] A squad car was trashed and burned during the first known instance of gay people
actively resisting police brutality.”203 The next day Compton’s refused entrance to transgender
people, which resulted in another night of protests and rioting.204 Due to the lack of coverage in
local or national papers, the Compton’s Cafeteria Riots did not initiate a national movement like
the Stonewall Riots but did became a source of stimulation to San Francisco gay activism.
The “revolutionary assaults on heterosexual supremacy and American orthodoxy” that
occurred with the riots at the Stonewall Inn and Compton’s Cafeteria changed the way gay
activists viewed gay liberation.205 An example of the revolutionary spirit that began to occur
within gay liberation is the article “Refugees from Amerika: A Gay Manifesto” by San
Francisco-based writer Carl Wittman. Published on December 22, 1970, “Refugees from
Amerika” claims that the homosexual community’s imitation of heterosexuals and assimilation
within heterosexual society was a form of self-oppression and self-censorship. Wittman
proclaims that the first goal of gay liberation must be “clearing our heads of the garbage that’s
been poured into them” by heteronormative and homophobic society.206 In order to move beyond
repression, homosexuals must first and foremost end the mimicry of straight society. As Wittman
states:
We are all children of straight society. We still think straight: that is part of our
oppression. […] We’ve lived in these institutions all out lives. Naturally we mimic the
roles. For too long we mimicked these roles to protect ourselves – a survival mechanism.
Now we are becoming free enough to shed the roles which we’ve picked up from the
institutions which have imprisoned us.207
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Wittman’s call to end the imitation of heterosexuality – the “we’re just like everyone else”
mentality proposed by the Homophile Movement – was radical and revolutionary for gay
liberation. Homosexual tendencies and characteristics became points of pride instead of sources
of shame.
Along with ending the mimicry of straight society, Wittman believed in the importance of
establishing “free territory” within the current “ghetto” that homosexuals live. The concept of a
free territory for homosexuals is a way of establishing a community to center around. As
Wittman writes:
We must govern ourselves, set up our own institutions, defend ourselves, and use our
won energies to improve our lives. The emergence of gay liberation communes, and our
own paper is a good start. The talk about gay liberation coffee shop/dance hall should be
acted upon. Rural retreats, political action offices, food cooperatives, a free school,
unalienating bars and after hours places – they must be developed if we are to have even
the shadow of a free territory.
The end of straight-acting and an establishment of free territories for homosexuals became a way
of establishing a gay esthetic. Gays now have a way to look, act, and be that is separate from
heterosexual society and is a way of achieving liberation. Wittman did not divorce sexuality
from gay liberation, like the Homophile Movement, but included it as an important aspect of
liberation: “if we are liberated we are open with our sexuality. […] Learning how to be open and
good with each other is part of our liberation.”208 For homosexuals to free themselves they need
to come to of the closet and be open about their sexuality.
Wittman’s article circulated widely and greatly influenced the Gay Liberation Movement,
especially as the movement became more radical and moved away from previous forms of gay
activism.209 The Gay Liberation Movement began to promote the concepts Wittman presented
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such as an embrace of gay sexuality and striving to create a gay aesthetic around which
homosexuals could form communities and lives: “tactics ranging from drag performances to
underground dance parties and musical gatherings were enlisted to build community while
challenging society’s gender norms, sexual rigidity, and penchant for monoculture.”210 San
Francisco did have a history of gay community on which the Gay Liberation Movement could
rely and build. The North Beach neighborhood – the location of the Palace Theater – was the
center of gay life in San Francisco in the 1940s and 50s: “the gay community was able to thrive
in North Beach by creating a public sphere where gay people and lesbians could be free to talk
and create like-minded public communities.”211 Bars such as The Black Cat, Mona’s, The Paper
Doll, and The Beige Room were gay hangouts and known for hosting female and male
impersonators, drag shows, and exotic dancers.212 The Gay Liberation Movement in San
Francisco utilized the city’s already historic gay spaces to further establish and strengthen their
gay community.
The Cockettes are a manifestation of the ideas the Gay Liberation Movement adopted
from Wittman’s “Refugee’s from Amerika.” The performances and counterculture lifestyle of
the Cockettes created the type of space outside of heterosexual culture that Wittman and the Gay
Liberation Movement supported and promoted. The Cockettes created a distinct homosexual
aesthetic and establishment of a free territory for gay people through what Wittman calls
coalition building. Wittman acknowledges that homosexuals are not alone in their pursuit of
liberation; gay liberation can greatly benefit from allies, specifically women’s liberation and the
hippie community. Wittman notes that the feminists are “assuming their equality and dignity and
210
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in doing so are challenging the same things we are: the roles, the exploitation of minorities by
capitalism, the arrogant smugness of straight while male middle-class Amerika. They are our
sisters in struggle. […] They are our closest ally; we must try hard to get together with them.”213
Along with the feminist movement, Wittman sees an ally in the hippies:
A major dynamic of rising gay lib sentiment is the hip revolution within the gay
community. Emphasis on love, dropping out, being honest, expressing yourself through
hair and clothes, and smoking dope are all attributes of this. […] The hip/street culture
has lead people into a lot of freeing activities: encounter/sensitivity, the quest for reality,
freeing territory for the people, ecological consciousness, communes. These are real
points of agreement and probably will make it easier for them to get their heads straight
about homosexuality, too.
The shared goals with women’s liberation and the embrace of personal freedoms of the hippie
movement are reasons why they are activists that gay liberation should build a collation. The
Cockettes’ connection to feminist art practices and life in the hippie commune community of San
Francisco make the group a realization of Wittman’s belief that the gay liberation movement can
be strengthened through coalition building.
Along with coalition building, the Cockettes embrace of gay sexuality is another way the
group embodies the Gay Liberation Movement and Wittman’s ideas. Hibiscus infused the
Cockettes with his strong pride in his queerness and the embrace of sexuality outside of cultural
norms. Angel of Light member Adrian Brooks recalled that Hibiscus:
Glowed with unapologetic sexual confidence. After the chilly McCarthy era of the 1950s,
when almost all gay people were made to feel ashamed and remained in the closet, he
charged forward to hoist high the banner of unabashed sexuality. By doing so, this
charismatic, physically beautiful, and ballsy man struck a mortal and intentional blow to
American Puritanism. […] The fabulous Hibiscus was in-yer-face gay. And by God, the
world was going to get up and dance in celebration of personal freedom!214
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The non-gender conforming costumes, over the top styling, glittered beards and garish make-up
were ways in which the Cockettes projected a queer aesthetic [Figure 44]. The mixing of genders
and overt sexuality – whether through a performance’s erotic subject matter like with the orgy in
Trisha’s Wedding or revealing costumes and on stage nudity – the Cockettes created an
environment of open, fluid, and undefined sexuality. Not solely homosexual, the Cockettes were
queer with their flexible sexuality. Cockette member Ralph recalled: “There were straight people
and gay people and we were all doing the same thing and we were all having a good time and we
weren’t worrying about who was sleeping with whom.”215 All sexual lines were blurred for the
Cockettes; even Scrumbly, who identified as gay, married Sweet Pam and had a child [Figure
45].216 The free love and open sexuality of the Cockettes is an embodiment of Wittman’s
definition of gay liberation: “liberation for gay people is defining for ourselves how and with
whom we live, instead of measuring our relationships in comparison to straight ones, with
straight values.”217 Through their performances and lifestyle, the Cockettes contributed to the
Gay Liberation Movement’s goals of ending the mimicry of heterosexuals and heterosexual
society, establishing free territories for gay people, and establishing a coalition with the
likeminded women’s movement and hippie community.
The term that best describes the type of gay aesthetic created by the Cockettes is Camp.
Camp is a style, culture, and mannerism that favors the theatrical, flamboyant, extravagant, and
artificial. As an aesthetic Camp is a celebration of that which is ironically lowbrow and
deliberately in bad-taste. In the iconic text “Notes on Camp” Susan Sontag succinctly defines
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that “the essence of Camp is its love of the unnatural: of artifice and exaggeration”218 and “the
hallmark of Camp is the spirit of extravagance.”219 Camp is entwined with gay male
homosexuality. As described by Richard Dyer, Camp is “just about the only style, language and
culture that is distinctively and unambiguously gay male. […] And camp is not masculine. By
definition, camping about is not butch. So camp is a way of being human, witty and vital,
without conforming to the drabness and rigidity of the hetero male role.”220 Camp was a way for
gay men to make a cultural impression onto society by both creating art with Camp and
appropriating cultural products in the name of Camp. Sontag pointed out that the embrace of old
Hollywood style, women’s clothes from the 1920s, feather boas, fringe, and beaded dresses were
Camp.221 In theater and movies, both people and full performances were defined as Camp. As
Jack Babuscio defined: “People who have camp […] need not be gay. The link with gayness is
established when the camp aspect of an individual or this is identified as such by a gay
sensibility.”222 Gay men celebrate actresses such as Joan Crawford, Barbra Streisand, Judy
Garland, Mae West, and Bette Midler for their Camp sensibilities. As well, movies such as All
About Eve (1950), Whatever Happened to Baby Jane (1962), Funny Girl (1968) and later Pink
Flamingos (1972), The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975), and Mommie Dearest (1981) are
considered classic Camp films.
The Cockettes projected a completely Camp sensibility. The costumes of the Cockettes
were Camp in the over-the-top extravagance as well as their often reference to Hollywood
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glamour and extreme feminine sexuality. The subject matter of the group’s performances often
referenced Camp themes such as irreverent parodies of Hollywood movie and incorporation of
classic show-tunes. The Cockettes also glorified the artifice of their performances. They used
sets that were obviously cheap and fake, enjoying the fact that the audience could tell everything
was cardboard and found objects. Likewise, when casting men in drag for the roles of women in
their performances the intension was not to have the audience view the character as a real woman
but as a man cross-dressing [Figure 46]. All the central elements of a Cockette performance – the
costumes, songs, subject matters, and style – were part of the gay Camp sensibility.
The Cockettes’ embrace of Camp and drag as a way of forming a uniquely queer
aesthetic combines in Genderfuck. Martin Worman claimed: “The word Genderfuck was coined
to describe the Cockettes.”223 Unable to confirm Worman’s claim, it does appear that the term
Genderfuck first occurred in Christopher Lonc’s article “Genderfuck and Its Delights” from the
Spring 1974 issue of Gay Sunshine. Lonc wrote: “But it does also seem o.k. for everyone else to
look, to look and see me, see that I exist, that genderfucking queens really are alive and well and
kicking right here at home.”224 Lonc refers to his style of Genderfuck drag, which relates directly
to the type of drag performed by the Cockettes: “It is my choice to not be a man, and it is my
choice to be beautiful. I am not a female impersonator; I don’t want to mock women. I want to
criticize and to poke fun at the roles of women and of men too. […] I want to ridicule and
destroy the whole cosmology of restrictive sex roles and sexual identification [Figure 47].”225
Founded in Berkeley, California by Winston Leyland in 1971, Gay Sunshine circulated
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throughout gay society in the Bay Area. Lonc’s use of Genderfuck in his article, which was
published two years after the Cockettes disbanded, may have grown out of the Cockettes version
of drag due to the similarities in style, location, and time.
Genderfuck encompasses a wide spectrum of queer and non-normative sexualities as a
form of protest against societal standard. The dismantling of the gender and sexual roles
constructed by society became a central component of the Cockettes art. In Native Funk &
Flash: An Emerging Folk Art, the caption for the photograph of Cockette Pristine Condition
reads as such: “And as she hitched up his dress, s/he said, ‘I’m a firm believer in safety pins!’”226
The mixing of gendered pronouns – feminine, masculine, and bigendered – emphasized the
fundamental gender indeterminacy of the Cockettes and an embrace of Genderfuck [Figure 48].
Fayette Hauser noted: “we wanted to fuck with people’s idea of sex and gender along with any
other category of human behavior that required some solid unleashing.”227 By embracing the new
gender of Genderfuck and conscious queer community building of the Gay Liberation
Movement, the Cockettes rejected the system that perpetuated sexism, racism, and homophobia
and sought to help form a new queer identity. It is from this embrace of a queer aesthetic that
inspired Rumi to state: “I think I’m performing gay liberation through my art.”228
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Conclusion

The Cockettes may appear to be nothing more than a two-year phenomenon consisting of
a group of bizarre, drugged-up drag queens singing and dancing on stage but as the obituary in
the Bay Area Reporter for Cockette member John Rothermel perfectly states: “It was a short
period in our history. But it was a brilliant flowering of gay consciousness from a rare group of
people who lived their politics as art.”229 Through thorough analysis this paper has successfully
contextualized the Cockettes within art history by historically situating the group in relation to
their contemporary art movements of the hippie free theater and performance arts scene of the
San Francisco Bay Area, the emerging Feminism Art Movement in California, and the national
Gay Liberation Movement. The Cockettes clearly emerged from the history of San Francisco
free theater groups like the Mime Troupe and Diggers while incorporating the component of lifeoriented performance from Bay Area conceptual performance artists. The embrace of fabric and
non-high arts and the unique relationship between performer and audience, are examples of the
Cockettes’ similarities to the practices of the second-wave feminist movement exemplified by
Womanhouse. The Cockettes Genderfuck drag, the desire to create a unique space for the queer
community outside of hetero-normative society, and performance aesthetic of the gay sensibility
Camp shows that the group had an involvement with the bourgeoning Gay Liberation
Movement. Through the study of art historical texts along with personal memoirs, interviews,
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and primary source memorabilia this paper has provided a unique presentation of the Cockettes
and established an undeniable relationship between the group and their contemporary art and
cultural movements proving that discussion of the group belongs within an art historical context.
The Cockettes make an significant contribution to the canon of art history because of their
unparalleled art and life practices. The eccentric costumes worn by the Cockettes on and off
stage blurred the boundaries that separate art and life. The inclusion of gender and sexuality in
their art produced a distinctive queer performance practice. As well, the Cockettes presented and
represented a completely unique unification of the hippie movement, feminist movement, and
gay liberation with the contemporary art practices of the 1970s.
John Waters, in a conversation with Sweet Pam, perfectly summarized the importance of
the Cockettes:
The first time I went into a gay bar, I thought, I might be queer, but I’m not this. It was so
square, the gay scene then. But the Cockettes were the opposite – they were the hippies
on LSD. They were political and refreshing and so completely new. I have never seen a
show where the audience was as much a part of the show. I saw that some of them had
great talent, and you could almost see some of the survivors. I could have told you that
you were going to survive. The shows were this little pocket that a lot of people didn’t
know about outside San Francisco. People my age remember when everybody came to
New York and all that, but if you weren’t in the Palace Theatre to see it, I don’t think you
experienced the complete anarchy – anarchy and show business put together, which is
almost unheard-of today. The Cockettes were really a very important part of my youth.230
The legacy of the Cockettes continues to influence art and cultural history. Fayette Hauser
remembered: “Our sense of total personal freedom allowed us to unleash our imaginations to
generate ideas that were way ahead of their time. Ideas that became well honed by those that
succeeded us, such as The Rocky Horror Picture Show, Glam Rock and Glitter-Punk
Fashion.”231 The gender-bending, eccentric costumes of the Cockettes influenced musicians such
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as David Bowie, Kiss, Elton John, and the New York Dolls.232 Even fashion designers Marc
Jacobs and John Gallion credit the Cockettes as inspirations and Vogue Italia honored the group
in the 2006 editorial “The Couturettes” [Figure 49]. The Cockettes have even begun to be
included in museum exhibitions. The Walker Art Center’s Hippie Modernism: The Struggle for
Utopia features photography of the Cockettes in an art exhibition that discusses the connections
between art, architecture, and design in the counterculture of the 1960s and 70s.233 The
exhibition opened in November 2015 and traveled to Cranbrook Museum and the University of
California, Berkeley Art Museum. Some of the Cockette fashion – like Scrumbly’s doily outfit is even featured in the exhibition Counter-Couture: Handmade Fashion in an American
Counterculture at the Museum of Art and Design in New York City from March 2 to August 20,
2017 [Figure 50]. The significance of the Cockettes, their avant-garde performances, and
eccentric lives extends beyond their importance to art but their significance to queer people. The
Cockettes were unafraid of living lives that were outside of society’s expectations and uniquely
their own. Their celebration of difference and pride in their lifestyle are continual inspirations to
queer people today. The Cockettes are most definitely “hippie acid freak drag queens” and their
art historical and cultural significance must be recognized.
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Illustrations

Figure 1: Fayette Hauser, The Cockettes in a Field of Lavender, 1971.
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Figure 2: Clay Geerdes, Cockette Wally, 1971.
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Figure 3: Bernie Boston, Flower Power, October 21, 1967.

Figure 4: Stills of Hibiscus from The Cockettes: Documentary, 2002, by David Weissman and
Bill Webers.
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Figure 5: “The Cockettes Perform “Rue de Can Can” Kaliflower Newspaper Vol. 1, No. 30.
January 8, 1970.
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Figure 6: Robert Altman, Hibiscus dancing with baby around the popular spot in Golden Gate
Park known to many as “Hippie Hill”, San Francisco, 1969.
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Figure 7: Fayette Hauser, Marquee of the Palace Theater, no date.
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Figure 8: Steve Arnold, Midnight Films Nocturnal Dream Shows Poster, February 1970.
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Figure 9: Bud Lee, Inside the Cockette House, Oak Street, San Francisco, 1971.

Figure 10: Robert Altman, Hibiscus in “Gone with the Showboat (to Oklahoma),” 1970.
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Figure 11: Artist Unknown, Poster for “Pearls Over Shanghai,” 1971.
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Figure 12: Artist Unknown, Scenes/Musical Numbers for “Pearls Over Shanghai,” 1970.
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Figure 13: Clay Geerdes, The Cockettes as Psychedelic Geishas in the last production of their
musical ‘Pearls Over Shanghai’, San Francisco, 1972. Left: Scrumbly. Right: Dusty Dawn and
Wally.
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Figure 14: Clay Geerdes, Sylvester, date unknown.
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Figure 15: Clay Geerdes, Cockettes on Stage in “Pearls Over Shanghai,” 1970.
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Figure 16: Artist Unknown, Poster for Tricia’s Wedding, 1970.
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Figure 17: Scott Runyon, The Cockettes Kreemah Ritz, Bobby, Steven Arnold, Johnny, and John
Rithermel in Tricia’s Wedding, 1971
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Figure 18: Artist Unknown, Poster for Angels of Light, date unknown.
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Figure 19: Artist Unknown, Poster for “Elevator Girls in Bondage,” 1972.
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Figure 20: Artist Unknown, Souvenir Program for “Elevator Girls in Bondage,” date unknown.
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Figure 21: Artist Unknown, Rumi on set of “Elevator Girls in Bondage,” 1972.
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Figure 22: Artist Unknown, Truman Capote, Rex Reed, Mrs. Johnny Carson in the Lobby of the
Palace before “Tinsel Tarts in a Hot Coma,” 1971.
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Figure 23: Artist Unknown, Poster for “Tinsel Tarts in a Hot Coma,” 1971.
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Figure 24: Clay Geerdes, Daryl and Goldie in “Tinsel Tarts in a Hot Coma,” 1971.
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Figure 25: Clay Geerdes, Sweet Pam Paper Doll, 1971.
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Figure 26: Clay Geerdes, Ocean Michael Moon Paper Doll, 1971.
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Figure 27: Artist Unknown, Poster for the Cockettes at the Anderson Theatre, 1971.
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Figure 28: Artist Unknown, Poster for San Francisco Mime Troupe’s “Il Candelaio,” 1965.
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Figure 29: The Diggers, Death of Money, Birth of Haight (photograph from the performance),
1966.
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Figure 30: Peter Hujar, Charles Ludlam Backstage at "Gallas", Ridiculous Theater," 1984.
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Figure 31: Tom Marioni, The Act of Drinking Beer with Friends is the Highest Form of Art
(photograph from the performance), 1970.
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Figure 32: Clay Geerdes, Sweet Pam, John Rothermel, and Pristine Condition in an alley of the
Mission district, San Francisco, 1971.
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Figure 33: Donald Woodman, Cover of the Exhibition Catalog Womanhouse, 1972.
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Figure 34: Judy Chicago, Cock and Cunt (photograph from the performance), 1972.

Figure 35: Doris Atlantis, Cay Lang, Vanalyne Green, and Susan Boud, Cunt Cheerleaders,
1970-71
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Figure 36: Faith Wilding, Womb Room, 1972.
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Figure 37: Christine Rush, Maintenance: Scrubbing (photograph form the performance), 1972.

Figure 38: Sandra Orgel, Maintenance Ironing (photograph from the performance), 1972.
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Figure 39: Jerry Wainwright, Scrumbley in Doily Performance Suit, no date.
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Figure 40: Dori Atlantis (photographer), Kewpie Doll, Nancy Youdelman (costume by), Cheryl
Zurilgen (model), 1970.
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Figure 41: Roger Arvid Anderson, Fayette Hauser, one of The Cockettes as her cosmic gypsy
persona, 1972.
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Figure 42: Peter Hujar, Bearded Cockette, 1973.
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Figure 43: Peter Hujar, Gay Liberation Front Poster Image, 1973.
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Figure 44: Peter Hujar, Scrumbly Koldewyn and Tom Niece, The Cockettes, 1971.
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Figure 45: Christopher Springman, Sweet Pam and Scrumbly's Wedding on Mt. Tam, 1971.
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Figure 46: Fayette Hauser, Daniel Ware as an MGM Showgirl, 1970.
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Figure 47: Ingeborg Gerdes, Hibiscus, no date.
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Figure 48: Jerry Wainwright, Pristine Condition in Native Funk & Flash, no date.
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Figure 49: Steven Meisel, The Couturettes, in Vogue Italia, September 2006.
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Figure 50: Jenna Bascom, Installation view of Counter-Couture: Handmade Fashion in an
American Counterculture, Museum of Arts and Design, 2017.
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